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to me on the Air Canada
flipht from Vancouver lo Tomnlo is a
littIe bald, but his tie is luxutiousIy
llowry and his suit is opulent pin stripe.
From his briefcase he pulls out
brochll-lrs. f~UreS, stress-factor charts:
“I’m into Mesonite,” he says. “What
about you?”
“lmmonaIity,” I say, repeating a
joke among poets. It’s a laconic retort,
a” abstraction, about all e poet cmi hope
for in business-oriented Canada. Not
that bdongiy lo the League of Canadian Potts - lo whose AGM I am
bound - guarantees anything. Despite
the exhortations of presidents present,
pxl. end hopeful, the League is a slruggiing organization with setious inbuilt
problans.
Fw people read poetry in 1982. Fewer
still buy the books or attend the
readings. The League has little
economic. social, or political clout. It
controls .no major awards or grants or
ietematIo”al lows. Tbe Canada Council
m”!:es decisions about poets with little
dircit representation from the League,
and some ‘*name” poets like Irving
Layton and George Boweringwodl join
bxause they feel that loo many poets
rilh too little ability have bee”
admitted. Detractors call it the Little
League of Canned Poets.
Financial woes are legion. Last year
the esebwlive overspent $5,230 on a
flvhy if successful International Poetry
Festival. and the Canada Council and
the Ontario Arts Council are loath lo
bail the League ottl. Snne old-time
members, like co-founder
Fred
Cogswell. have coughed up as much as
$600 each in response lo a plea for
money, but ““my of the newer members
have less sentimental ties lo the inslitution.
The biggest issue this AGM, however,
is tht unease over the Women’s Caucus,
v:hi.:h has rxencly emerged fmm within
lhc League itself~ This group wants lo
WCthe League lo invesligalediscriminalion atgainrt women poets in Canada;
llr$re even s”ggesting that female
nominees lo the League be judged by a”
THE bmtd NEST

all-woman panel. First Vice-President
Joe Rosenblalt resigned last February
over this. “Feminism end Max&m,” he
said, “are the antitheses of poetry. The
Feminist Caucus used the League and its
faeilitia without my knowledgelo apply
to the Secretary of State for a grant lo
Investigate diimination.
Now they’re
l&g lo IegItimize their political action
by asking fir a motion oi support from
the AGM.”
Susan Musgrave also resigned from
the League, and a number of other poets
ere grumbling. As Robin Skekon said in
B letter lo the members, “Quality is the
only a&ion for poetry.” Defending
the Women’s Caucus, Shemn NeIson
argues that hidden prejudice and false
standards apply to women poets in
Canada. The fact that the League president, its executive director, and a
healthy number of its officers are
women is not see” as enough.
Tbe situation seems explosive enough
lo threaten the existence of the League,

but driving into Toronto from lbe airport, I wonder if lbe humid fog hanging
over the horizon is a mocking metaphor
for the AGM. Why do d.come lo these
meeti- each year2
\Vestem poets complain that lbe
League is a” Ontario orga”ialion and
it’s true that most of the members live in
Ontario, that the Ontario Arts Council
supports the League and Ontario poets
gel the lion’s share of exposure I”
Ontario high schools. Still. the League
serves a purpose. It brhxgs together most
of the poets in Canada once a year for
a” invaktable dixussIon. To me, it is a
kind of haven. a place where this uncerrain and odd Lab&of.poclic composition
is acknowledged as a serious occupation.
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If nothing eke the poets cheer each other
up, @?l a few drinks under their beIk.
and kick around a few notions of the atl
and craft. I gel lo find out what writers
Iike AUen and AmabIle and ,Hervey and
Suknaski are doing in the exercise of the
art. It’s stbnu&g. And for that done
the organization is worlb it.
But motions and votes end resobaions
end disagremenk - how do you pick a
&ad
and muwe swb a diverse
tapestry7 And as David Day says in the
plane on the way back, what wes nol
diicussed at the meetings we6 all important. The reasons for the recent resignations of EarIe Bimey and George
Johnston were not made public, despite
Miriam Waddington’s efforts. Jb4en
mutter about the strkImcy of some of
the fentale poets, but they admit co”ftdentially they don’t want lo run the
risk of seeming “anti-fend&t.” As one
wit put it, “Feminism Is the new sected
con.” Perhaps this is why eve” the
Women’s Caueus members were SWptised al the easy passege of lbeir
motion. Privately, some male poets conceded that they “mlled over” on lbe
issue, that lbe discussion had been settled beforehand in a” ISlIt-floor workshop ivhere poets - Pat Lane among
them - had u&cl the membership lo
“forget the past” and “bury the
hatchet” for the sake of the League.
And in the subsequent votp. 35 lo 17
with 11 abstentions, not elI member
poets voted. The majmily thought lbe
\VO”le”‘SCeucus was a Icgitbnate enterprise but others wondered whether this
was not the thin edge of the wedge of
“affirmative action” which anerged
later in disfussIo” about membership in
the League ikdf.
I wonder if I’m like most men when
issues like this come up. I feel it is something I should suppott. but 1 ask myseIf
whether “btdencbtg the books” is
merely repeatI”8 the same mistakes bt
another salleI/polIlIcal contest. I agree
with Robin Skello” about the single
criterion of quality. But I have lo answer
the question~bout the importance of the
mdqueness of feminine perception and
“style.” I accept the fact that H&gway’s women, for example, are no more
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than %isp crunches of letwe,”
as
Stanley Cooperman once wrote, but 1
still think Hemingway is a great writer.
Marguet Atwood’s male characters are
often limited, insensitive clowns without
passion who interfere in my mind with
ihe success of ha novels. How to be
faif? Objective? How should a male
poet view a prize like the Pat Lowther
Av.rd. which the League offers only to
women? How can a male writer feel
comfortable with presses and magazines
that will not publish his work, regardless
of meet, on sexist goundsl
While aware that “male” is developing a pejorative context in some litmy,
cirdes, and that “chauvinist pig” is a
new anti-word, I continue to submit my
manuscripts to the num~oas women

are not inartis~c in the&elves; that
somehow merit comes through all rhis
second-rate maneuvering and ranting
and post@ng, political or sexual. I
believe somehow that biire rerolutions
- such as posthumous membership in
the League for hMam Mandel, woolly
supoort for nuclear disarmament and
oI;l-left pro-USSR Hands, and a data
base for women’s biblioaraobies - wash
away quickly, and onG ihe stark and
lonely job, Ihe poet alone with the
I-age,
making and singing and forming the rich artifacts out of time, lhis is

important than brass
or stone - or Masoniie.
- I(EVINI(oBEaTs
important. More

Pena

for peace

rrs Nor opTeN. at major international
confe-,
that the Canadian delegation outnumbers the Americans by five
to one. But tbis was the case at Interlit
82.0 gatherins of some 230 writers from
49 countries, held at filn, West CMmany, during the summer. The conference, sponsored by the German
Writers’ Union, with financial support
from the Trade Union of Printers and
Papermakers (of which the Writers’
Union is m) and from various levels of
government, municipal to federal, was
on the theme “Contemporary Writers
and theii Contributions Lo Peace:
Limitations and Possibiities.” While
the Americao deleaation was confined to
one poet, the a&optiately named Rita
Dove, Canada was represented by Rudy
Wiebe,\Aritha van Herk, Miriam Waddiion, Jan Drabek, and myself.
A conference on thii topic, held in
Oennany, could not fail to be inlensely

poIiticaI. Speech after ppeech recalled
Germany’s responsibility for past wars,
and her highly vulnerable posilion in any
future one. The major public session, at
which Iieinricb BiiIl gave a moving aad
subtle speech on the linguistic image of
“the enemy,” was disrupted by proPalesti@an demonstrators protesting
Israeli genocide in Lebanon.
The imbalance in the selection of delegates - which seems to have been a
fairly haphazard process - ruulted In
an imbalance In the tone of the private
sessions as well. Since there was no
“official” represenlation from either
the U.S. or Israel, and scarcely any
“unofficial” testimony to the extent of
the peace mo~eme.ntswithin these countries. unanswered attacks on capitalism
and imperialism became the order of the
day, and, while much of the rhetoric
was
undoubtedly true, it was scarcely productive. Very few statements, indeed.
weremadeaboutwhatthewitercando
for Peace m II wrirCr(as opposed to what
he or she can do as a citizen of whatever
country). Ritual noises-were made about
how we must (a) write in support of
Peace, yet (b) not let our art degenerate
into propaganda.
The sheer size of the eonfereace had
two inevitable bur nonetheless unsatisfactory results. First, the discassion had
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glass dating from 1825 to 192.5. Culminating
a lifetime of research, Gerald Stekns

outlines

for both the beginning collector and expert the
various questions regarding authenticii,

dating, patterns and artisans. Over 260 black
& white and colwr illustrations make GLASS
IN CANADA both the defkirive collector’s
guide and a magniticent gift.

GLASS W CANADA
The First
One Hundred Years
New from
Methuen Publications.

Available in
Better Bookstores
Everywhere.

to be on a general level; we could not
discuss individual authors or works
sbnply because me had so few kxts in
co-o”.
And the ldnds of aesthetIc
problem facing a Canadian writer are
vastly different from those facing writers
in the Third World, who, paradoxically,
often have much vaster “audle”ces,” ln
that their mle is still interprekd as being
that of the spolxsnmn for an illiterate
MBSS.

Semnd, the discussion \ya~ incredibly
scalIered. One s”ealier crould describe
the peace mow&t in Finland; the next
wuld be a Korean testiftine aaainst the
split in his country; then a- t3emmn
delegate would war” us that the police
would have fdes on all the delegates;
next a S>tian delegate contrlvlng a”
oblique atkch on Israel while osknslbly
kIl;i~ about translation; followed by a
poet fmm Mall telling us how many people starved to death in his country last
year; the” a” exiled Arab wcmld deliver
a passionate attack on the offkial Syrian
delegation; and somewhere at the end of
a four-hour session a woman from
Austria pointed out that she was the fti
roma” to klk all afkmoon, and surely
peace means also fendnlsm. All good
and worthy causes, but after several
hours on the simulk”eou~tmnslation
headphones, the most sympathetic
responres bega” to go numb, and one
longed for a coherent, developed treatment of o”e subject rather than this
smorgasbord of crises.
And so the official sessions of the mnference, burdened with too much information and too little dbection, moved
inevlkbly toward a blam3ly generalized
final resolution. As with most encounters of this ldi,
the greatest
rerards were personal: my own greater
understandi
of the scale, if not the
Iiner points, of the pmbIe”u being
discussed: the friendships started; the
books and addresses exchanged. What I
remember is drinldng bear lak at xdght
cith Kiln author Jens Hagen; or
ratching tbe Russia-Scotland soccer
game in the dmnonstmtive company of
Yergeny (“Sticky Gloves”) Yevtushenbo: or the moment in the middle
of a long speech by the aforementioned
Syrian delegate when he quoted a”
Arabic poem. in which a warrior’s
horse, returnins to its pleasant pa%ure
from a field of battle, reproaches its
master a”d asl;s him why he alvmys
rants to go fmm place4 lil;e this to
places lil;e thar: “But I Imo\v.” says the
horse. ansvering its own question, “you
are men, you sre the children of Adam,
and the one thing that your father Adam
taught you was how to leave Pamdlles.”
-snwo?Nswke
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Gish’s narration adds magic a”d
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children’s classic.
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and we’m off to a world of word-play
and wonder. The ubiquitous Pat
Carroll tells of young Mile’s journey
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lower Doldmms to Dictionopolis.
One of the punniest trips you’ve ever
experienced!
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WVGLISH,OUR ENGLISH

Interfacing with intervals: our columnist wages
guerrilla warfare with the enemies of the Queen’s English
and discovers more than one upset victim

By BOB BLACKBURN

THERE~JMA FUSSin our “elghbourhood
this year about a proposed rezoning bylaw. Some concerned residents persuaded
our aldennan to oppose it. .In a letter
riddled with solecisms, she reported to
her constituents that “I moved to have
the By-law rescinded. It was carried
unanimously by City Council.”
I tripped first on her use of rescinded.
You c8n.t rescind a law that isn’t a law
yet. But what was important was that
she v:as reporting that the cause was
lost. The only noon in the first sentence
was “By-law” (which needs neither a
capital letter “or a hyphen). so that was
the only possible antecedent for the “It”

that began the second sentence. Council
had passed a law. The blasted building
would be built.
It was a day or so later that I took
another look at the letter and started
wondering how it could have been
passed “unanimously” when she was
opposed to it. It bewne obvious that
rhat she had said was opposite to what
she had meeunl.
Wouldn’t it be grand if the alderman’s
old English teacher had received that letter. believed what it said, and rushed out
3nd sold his house below market value?
That letter angered me. I went out to
the garde” to cab” down, only to find
that the aphids were at my roses again. I
then xent out and bought a container of
Fossil Flower natural bug killer for
roses. I read the label, and it said “read
label before using.”
That should have tipped me off. However, I took it to mean that I shoe id read
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the direcdom on the label, and I did so,
not without giggline at the implication
that if one of your t3h should happen to
swaUow some of the stuff you should
induce vomiting and rush him to a
hospital. The directions, however badly
written, were understandable right down
to “Repeat at frequent intervals.”
If I had it to do cdlover again, I’d just
giggle at that, too. and not bother
wondering whether it meant every IO
seconds or every IO years. But no, I had
to start thinking about the fact that&.+
guenr inlen& is a very common phrase
and wondering why it is. It doesn’t really
mean anythins at all, unless it has a
modifier. You could say you now do
something at more frequent intervals
than you used to do it, but you should
really say “more frequently.” Frepuenr
means, among other things, happening
or occurring at shoa or Mef intervals so
fwuenl inhvals surely is redundant.
Inlervai means, quite simply, a space or
period of time between two things or
events.
I just don’t understand all this. Dk
tionaries, including the OED, are saying
that fkquenr means occurring III (go
look up ot for yourself; it takes up
barely more than seven columns in the
’ OED) short intervals. There were relalively brief intervals of peace before and
after the Hundred Years’ War. Could
things that happened a1 those intervals
be totmed fwuenl, when in fact they
were separated by 116 years7 Is there
another word for the intervals that come
between intervals? Can you believe that
the editors of this magazine don’t understand why this column is always late7
Would you like to have something to
spray on those “consumer advocates”
who are always yelling at us to “read the
label, read the label!‘7

“Italy’s defeat over Poland.”
A wire service story about Peter Pocklington said “after he tried selling the
tea”l,he....”
He didn’t try selling it.
He tried to sell it. Do not ark why this is
so. tist
me. It has lesr to do with
infinltivcs and gero”ds.than it has to do
with the pesky try (not quite five col“nun l” the OhD). To try doing
something is to experiment; to try to do
somethl”g is to make a” attempt to do
it. The way things are iowadays, a chap
might have to try selling vacuum
cIea”ers. and, if he were not to succeed
in that enterprise, hemight have to try to
sell his 0,“” vacwml cleaner.
SOME OPMY FIENDS
who are “into”
computers (in the manner of TRON?)
tell me that you can’t diwuss the subject
without saying “interface.” I have i
computer glossary that defines it&face
as “that which connects one tbIng to
another thing.” What ever happened to
connecfofl But never mind that. What
a~ we to do-with the police consultant
who wrote “constahler wiIl be expected
to interface
with the various
tninorities”? We don’t need interface as
a noun, let alone as a verb. in general
usage. Let’s lock that ma” up with the
police iocpector who said. I’. . . evidence
tends to support the fact that there is
more than one killer. . . .” Who should
,k”ow better than a cop that a fact is a
fact, not a theory, and exists with or
without support7
GuewiUa evolved from meaning little
war to mi”g
one who ls a” aggressive

soldier in such a war. What’s done ls
done, but there should be a” effort made
to stop the use of goerrilla as a synonym
for terrorist.
TURNMOTo THa woRt.” of sports. I’ve
just read that “GulIlenno Vllas was a”
Some people who should know better
upset victim in a ten”ls tournament
went on and on during a CBC nehvork
in . . .‘I (Somehwere - who caresl) The
radio progiwn, confusing perquisites
story rwealed neither what he was upset
with prerequisites.
about nor what he was a @im of.
The term is hearMendIng, not heartThere are many potholes in the mad to ! rendering You know who you are. And
tight writing, boys and pi&.
astroIogy’is not a science.
A CBC newscast, dealing with World
And that damn stuff does kill
Cop Soccer, contabled a refuenoe to
aphids. 0
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shares an alternating professorship at Skidmore College in
Saratoga Springs, N.Y. Last year he spent two days a week at

the Workshop, consulting with students ih an of& that commands a tine view of the tield-hockey pitch and the
university’s stately Pentacrest. This year he returns to Skid-

more, while Mukherjee replaces him at the Workshop.
The other Canadian, Mark Jarman, is a short-story writer
aad poet from Edmonton. With his thick beard, trendy clothes
(most rorkshoppers haunt Iowa city’s second-hand clothing
storer!. and mcyclopedll knowledge of the latest mck groups,
Jarman is perhaps the most culturally up-to-date writer in
torn. He doesn’t like the Mill, prefming the lower-class
cachet of a biker bar called the Shamrock, on South Gilbert.
(“A Idt of my storks take place in bars.“) He likes to tell how,
long before he had ever heard of the Iowa W&us’ Workshop.
he and his hii-school classmates hadenthusiastically handed
around a battered copy of John Irving’s novel Selling Fm the
Bums. “!Ve even started stealing the salt shakers and stashing
them in OUTlockers,” he says, referring to a form of petty
larceny practlsed by one of Irving’s endearing sociopaths. As it
happens, S@tting Free the Bears WBOIrving’s thesis at Iowa.
Five nor& and a Garp later, Irving is the Workshop’s most
successful graduate and its best testimonial. Indeed, if the
Workshop’s influence is pervasive, it is because of the saccess
of its graduates in reaching the reading public: from Wallace
Stegner. Iowa’s first “star,” through Nelson A&n, Tennessez Willlams (a dropout). Flamwy O’Connor, and Irving
Phillips and her Canadian classmate, W.F. Kinsella:

The first Canadian winner of the highly regarded
Houghton-Mlftlin Fellowship for his novel Shoeless Joe,
Kinsells left the Workshop in 1978 for a teachii job at the
University of Calgary, taking with him the Iowa City girl he
had manied and a special love for the state, if not its creative
writing program. Next year he plans to leave Calgary to return
to the land of corn fields and hogs, “to write full time for a
few yeus.” Klnsella explains it this way: “For me, the
ronderful thing was that 1 fell completely in love with Iowa. I
bad never felt at home anywhere until I went there, and I fully

BDENT8F’BCABO@NS:
Rhnicity and the Writer in Canada
Edited by Jars Balan
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Examinedthe relationship
between ethnicityand the
literatureof selected writers

in Canada. The conlributora
are D. Amason. J. Balm.
G. Eisztrav. M. Campbell.
P.G:di Cicco. M. Haar.
M. bEtaSh, H. Kreiael,
S. Levitan. 0. Rvga.
Y. Slavutych. D. StruL.
A. Suknaski. R. Wieba and
J.Young. The voIume k a
pioneer study of Canadian
ethnic literature: ‘What WB
learn ma” not onlv change

intend ;o spend a few months of each year there for the rest of
my life . . . . Although most of my Iowa experience came
from outside the Workshop I have been greatb Influenced by
Iowa. I plan to set most of my storks and novels in the
Midwest. In fact, Shoekss Joe. . . has been praised as the
fmest novel ever written about the Midwest.”

At the Workshop itself, Klnsella found little but sour dlsap-

Clarke Bhziw
lOwa ‘64

RI& W&be
lOwa w

pointment. “It was a particularly low point when I was there.
Vance Bourjaily, who I’m told is a good teacher, was
somewhat burned out, and the two fern&guest lecturers I had
were incompetent, to say the least.” Klnsella had attended the
University of Victoria’s undergraduate writing progmm. run
by Dave Godfrey (Iowa ‘67). and studied with W.D. Valgardson (Iowa ‘69). “The graduate program at Iowa,” says
Kinsella, “was pale by comparison [with Victoria]; Iowa
demanded nothing. I have seen people use as thtir thesis the
sanx material they used to get admitted. This cheapens my
degree. and I deeply resent it. Fullv half of the oeoole in the
fic~onosprogmm had no right to be there. They we-resadly lacking in ability. hadn’t the slitzhtest critical awareness. and were

whting self&tdulgent slop when they were writing at all.”
Klnsella, howeve!, is an exception. Most Camdii
graduates rave about the Workshop. In my own case, the
experience of factions, friendships. literary ferment, and
Iowa’s best football seasott in two decades WBSsolid gold. Certainly I suffered my share~of uninspired teachers and admlnistrative bumblers, but in one dazzling semester Kansas cowboy
Robert Day (The Lmt Cuttk Drive) opened up the novel like a
cadaver with its heart still beating and showed as how to make
it live. And there is no denying that many of my classmatu
were talented writers; stories went almost directly from the
seminars into Eqube, The Atlattlie, and Playboy. Two of us

kl)

says, ‘9 liked Iowa, loved the p&e. The heat, the.cornfields, the smell of pigshit in the evening, the beer in Irene’s, a
half-order of steak at Joe’s on Friday night. the arguments
about manusctipts, the chaos of writers and writdy egos.”
Robert Harlmvkft Iowaln 1951, worked for theCBC for 15
years (during which time he helped start the radio program
Anthdo#$
and was chairman of the Creative Writing,
Department at the University of British Columbia fmm 1966
to 1977. He remembers Iowa as “the Left Bank of the 1940s. It
was the first time in my lie.,? he says. “that I was surrounded

~alg&ls& is even m&& emphatic. His Iowa &perlence
was “the best two years of my life. It was the fmt time I was
ever in a school and didn’t want to bum the place down. Only
wish I could have stayed around for a Ph.D. Any exuse would

have done.”
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CIFXX.THEtemptress who changed men into swine, now is a
dark-eyed, wide-hipped Greek cashier at the Best Steak House
on the comer of Dubuque and Iowa. Bat Steak Is third on the
list of Workshop eateries. following Amelia Earhart’s Deli
(hlanhattan chic) and the Hamburg Inn (the original greasy

likely to be strongly autobiographical; it will tend to contain

spoon). Situated a block lium the Pentacrest, half-way betvxco Iora City’s largest book stores. Iowa Book and Supply

cultural references that make it acceptable in non-commercial
publishing conditions: it will be ‘experimental,’ but not
dangerously so. It may be short. Reasonably, because short
fiction is all the novice graduate author has the experience for;
cynically, because it can be discussed easily in one seminar and
its length will.not stretch the resources of a university press.”

and Jim Harris’s Prairie Lights, and offering nearly unlimited
table space and coffee, Best Steak is an idealwriters hangout.
(Americans enthusiastically follow Hemingway’s practice of
scribbling in public. I knew one woman - Danah Cloud,

H&son is right about seminars and short stories. Time and
again writers at the workshop are told, “Short stories don’t
sell.” On the-other hand, it was the rare instmctor who would
pot up with reading a whole novel, and Workshop director

v:ho,c first play, Howe Across the Slreel, will be produced
off-Broadmay this fall - who preferred to write at a

John Leggett limited dass contributions to 20 pages. It should
also be noted that Blalse. McPhermn, and Hannah are
predominantly if not exdosively short-story writers. And
since, ,in general, commercial publishing houser avoid short
fiction like a bad smell, it has falIen to the universities
themselves to take up the torch for their students. (Pittsburgh.
Georgia, Illinois. Missouri, and Iowa have short fktion cootests or book series.) At the same time.,crentivewriting pmgramsthemselveshave banded together to form the Associated
Writing Programs (AWP) - in Canada, writers form a union;
in the U.S. they form a professIona association - which also
publishes new books by members. It may be that creative
writing schools, coupled with danada Council patronage, have
had more to do with the popularity of short&tory writing in
Canada than any national predilection for prose in smalI
doses.

dosntovzn Hard& hamburger franchise.)
On this day last October I have intmduced Mark Jarman to
Circs and the gyms sandwich. and he has seen that they are
good. We are discussiy whether or not there is a Worksliop
style. We both agree the answer most be no, if only because of
the variety of instructors and an obvious, diversity in the
mature styles of published alumni. This semester the fiction
staff includes Bkdse, a Canadian Thomas Mann; James Alan
McPherson. a black Pulltwr Prize winner who loves Isaac
Babel and Miiel
de Llnsmuno; and Barry Hannah. an
Alabama cracker who writes LikeFaulkner on chepkals. And
thr: program that nurtured W.P. Kinsella Is quite capable of

conferring a degree on Valerie Kent (Iowa ‘72) whose collw
tion of experimental stories Wheelchair Sonala (Coach House
Prcrs. 1974 is a spectrum away from Shoeless .@‘s magic
realism. Indeed it’s difficolt to find an Io\va graduate who will
wen consider the idea of a “creative writing” style; no one
wants to be branded as a fommla author.
But critics outside what former Iowa staffer R.V. Cassill
calls the Academi&Iedia
Complex often dispute the
Workshop dogma. Writing on patronage and the arts in
Hur&s,
Paul Theroux said, “The effect of this creative
writing on the profession of Iettexs in the United States has
bxn profound. It has changed the profession out of all

recognition. It has made it narrower, more rarefied, more
neurotif; it has altered the way Literatureis taught and it has
diminished our pleasure in reading. . . . ” Themox blames
creative writing progmtns for everything from the decline of

THE BuLCKA~~GELis a cormded mortotnent to a wealthy
Iowan’s dead wife. Legend has it that the stricken widower
ordered the statue fmm Italy to stand over his wife’s grave and
then married the deceased woman’s sister. As if in shame, the
angel turned black en route to the hilltop cemetery, where it
now broods over the town and university. Just aauss the
stree.t,‘in Happy Hollow Park, the workshoppers, many of
whom remain in Iowa city between semesters, play softball all
summer long. Both the Black Aogd and Saturday afternoon
softball are Workshop traditions: the former commemorated
in the sometimes annual Black Angel Awards, the latter iirthe
memories of former students. “In those days,” says Kent
Thompson (Iowa ‘62), “the poets played against the prose

RoberfICroeLvch
Iowa ‘61
humorous witing and book reviewing to the rise of the
“uoir~xsity novel.” Similarly, British critic Robert Hewison,

reviewing five U.S. university-produced volumes (including a
xvinner of the Iowa Short Fiction Contest) for the 2ime.v
Litenwy Srrppkmenf a year ago, de&&d that what their
authors “have in common is that they live to write by teaching
writing: and their classes and the new arrangements in
publishing appear to be evolving a new genre: Creative Writing
writing. The work that comes out of Creative Writing classes is

.

writers. I remember that Donald Justice [Pulitzer Prize winner
for poeuyl.played first base for the poets, and chubby Bourjaily played first base for the prosewriters. Bob.Mezey, the
lyric poet who looked a bit like an ape - his arms were long p&d shortstop for the poets. He was very good. But I was
the best left fielder the prose writers had had in some time; I
was eveo believed to be a pull hitter.”
However, according to Thompson, Blaise, Valgardson,
Kmetsch, ef al., it is not the memories or symbols or any par-
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tic&u style of writing that has had the greatest impact da
Canadian letters. .If the Iowa Writers’ Workshop has had au
influence, says Clark Blaise, it has been “mainly pedagogical
- all these people going out and starting little Iowa.%” Says
Kmetsch: “I suppose that Iowa is the granddaddy to ail the
creative writing programs in North America, good and bad.”
In an appendix to his book The Iowa Writm’ Workshop
(1981), Stephen Wilbun lists 31 major creative writing programs in the United States either founded or currently directed
by Iowa graduates. In Canada, Godfrey and ValganIson have
just exchanged places as chairmen of the creative writing proaram at Victoria: Roben Iiarlow founded and still teaches at
fiBC’s departa&, and agrees that he &etit up with Iowa as a
strona influence. IGnsella and Christooher Wiseman teach at
C&&y; Rudy Wiebe, who studied at Iowa in 1964, teaches at
the University of Alberta; Kmetsch is a member of the English
Department at the University of Manitoba: Bob Castow
teaches at Yorlt; Christopher Levanson at Carleton; Clark
Blaise and Bhamti Mukherjee taught at Sir George Williams
and McGill; and IeR fidda Thompsqn presides at the University of New Brunswick. (It is worth noting that Godfrey may

W.D. Va&mfwn
law ‘69

have spent more time at Iowa than any other Canadian, taking
three degrees in seven years.)
“I don’t thiuk them’s a Worksho; #y/e,” says Kmetsch.
“There’s a Workshop mathod of teaching creative writing, but
that’s a different matter. At its best the method bringa young
writers together, gives them a sense of community, gives them
a sense of how to rewrite. When I teach creative writing, which
I sometimes do, 1 work from the Iowa model.” Simikuly,
Valgardson avers, “Of coarse the Workshop has had an
impact on Canadian writing. Look at the uamfs and the fact
that they are teaching creative writing rtght across the couutry.
I still haven’t found a better method of teachhxg creative
.
writing
than what I saw. at Iowa.” _
.
..__ . _
-.
~rnompson,
au .4mcrican-turned-canad
(7-m,
1 am a
Canadian. I go all mushy over the maple Ieaf flag; I have
second thoughts about nearly drything; I am wary of the
weather”) came away from the Workshop ‘Ceonvimxd that
creative writing, if it can be taught at all, cau only be taught by
means of a workshop. So that’s the system I use; I suspect
most of us who graduated from Iowa use it.” But. although a
few pars ago ha would have guided a promising writer toward
Iowa, uow he wotddn’r: “Just because I think some of us cau
offer as much now as Iowa could offer ma then.” Thompson
adds: “Look at the people now teaching creative \titiag or in
charge of creative writing pmgmms in Canada who have gone
to Iowa. We all share a common attitude about liter&me but
have a huge influence on Canadian writlng. I hope it’s a
L__!_~~*_I~~_~~__
.. _
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Videotext may well have the same effect on books
as photography did on painting: the heart pf
our culture could become an obsolete objet d’art

’

By SUSAN CREAN

WE HA’.‘~ ALL HEARD of the Communications RevoMion; been
hearing about it for years, in fact. And the many stories about
how human habit and habitat are going to be utterly tram
formed by the media of the ’80s (or ‘109, or was it tbe Ws?).
The cllch&has hod a long run, but still no one seems to agree
on rhhat the revolution actually is or where it’s headed. Specuk~tfon about the shape of tbe future has become a business,
contriving its own literary genre (probably best described as
science faction), and, just as in ancient Greece. the marketplace teemswith soothsayers peddling forecasts of the future.
One popular prophecy concerns the evolution of an elw
tronic system of publishing
that would do for books what
the invention of the prlntlng
press did for medieval manuccripts. GoWnberG2. they say.
will open up the process even
further and widen the circle of
participants. At the bottom of
it all is Technology, which
often isn’t really oew but is
rather an bqnlous comblnation of conventional items telephone:. TV sets, computers. and the like. Hook a
typeniter to a computer with a
video screen and, wilti, the
word processor. These smart
machineE are fcwina~,
no
doubt about it. But they also
intimidate people, partly
because of the breakneck speed
at rbich they are being developed and relined: today’s
state-of-the-art is tomomnv’s
45~rpmrecord. (I’m told Revenue Canada allows full depreclation of roni processors in the year of purchase, on the
asmmption that they become obsolete within I2 months.) At
time: the hardware does seem to have a life of its own, and
given the cultural bias of our age it is easy (and entertaining)
just to sit back and watch it aU unfold like a mystery movie.
Who isn’t enthmlled by the time and space-defying acts of
r&4lltes and microchip computers? Who bothers to worry
about the noxious effects of the new wonder-toys - the rise in
tmoncy am0118school children who cut classes to hang out in
videogame arcades, for instance, or the gathering evidence of
the hannfid effects of constant use of VDTs (video display
temdnds)?
That’s tbe trouble; too many people promoting and explaini- the revolution and too fewtryingto work out its meaning,
its impact and social purpose. Of course, the boftins and
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businessmen ~nnlng

the show don’t usually think about such
thl
and rarely ask the advice of people who do. Newtbeless, writers and publishers ought to be trying to make cultural
sense of the New Tedmologles, developing perspectives on
their organization and use. And that requires rearranging
some attitude4 and abandoning the belief that it is necessary to
understand how something works in order to understand its
meaning.

For the revolution is a good deal more than the sum of its
fancy parts. Far more disruptive than the sudden appearance
of some exotic new equipment
is the mere introduction of a
new set of players to an old
game. Pay-TV is the perfect
example. Hardly a new bwention, not even a very exciting
refmement of existin television, technology, pay-TV’s
chief distinction will be its use
jof a satellite-to-cable delivery
isystem, repladng the combersome terrestrial networks built
by bmadeasters in the past.
This means a sb@e station
with $1 million can rent a
transponder on ANIK for a
year and reach roughly tbe
same audience CTV or the
CBC do, the old microwave
w&y (which today would cost
about $85 million to construct).
In the United States theupstart
superstations and the networks
are abeady locked in deadly
battle for supremacy.
and
both
.
.
sides understand Ulat the
ground rules have shifted for good. Now. with six services
licensed by the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommudcations
to bring pay-TV to Canada, we will
_ Conimission
.
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.
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soon see for
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vive the impact of morr channels (and more AmerIcaa pmgramming) competing for audiences that are not growing in
size. Of one thing we can be sore: nothing revolutionary is
about to happen in the pm8mmmlng department. Feature
films and variety specials. even without commcrcids, are not
strangers to television. They are, in fact, the medium’s most
dependable cm\vd pleasers.
0i1 the surface of it, then, CRTC chalm~q John Meisel’s
mmparison of pay-TV to thb first moonwdk seems wiklly farfetched. But he went even fortber in his opening remarks at the
pay-TV hearings last fall, describii it as the last frontier of
Canadian broadcasting. a Ierra incognita whose exploration
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mill likely precipitate “radically lraosfomxd conditions of
existence.” These conditions, it tams oat, are mostly tintural and economic, for once the rhetoric SettIedit was plain to
see that pay-TV’s only true originality is as a marketing
strategy.

Instead of setting out to capture the traditional audience of
advertising-based telwisio”. pay-TV (or subscriotion TVI is
geared to~particolar, speclai-&&rest &iences (khich is &y
the method is sometimes c&xl ““arrowcasting”). I” the
United States, pay-cable is selling all-sports and all-news sta-

lions along whh specialty channels for children, blacks, and
Christians. As the CRTC sees il, oav-TV’s job in Canada will
be to generate a lifesaving flow bi i~vestn& funds into progmm production: and Amerjwn movies will mime the rum”.
That isn’t a novel idea either. It’s .been amind since ;adi&
wre r:irelesses, and it has always failed to attract Canadian
audiences to Canadian programming; it is another way to &In
the cat.
In this revolution, looks are deceiving. Cable-TV didn’t tire
the public’s imagination when it WBSintroduced in the 196Os,
but it d/d re-jig the econondcs of cnnmcrclal television. The
photocopier is another example of the banal taking us by surprise. Its significance, too. was not in its technical prowess but
in its ecological after-affects. Instant printing abolished
forever the security of standing type; it made Everyperson a
primer. At the same time it undermined the legal and
economic basis of publishing. imiti~ wklesptrad viol&on of
copyright. The trouble with reprography is that no mechanism
oils devised to allow for legal copying of material that both
credits and compensates authors for its use. In the hallowed
halls of learning it Is still perfectly acceptable to rip off
creators in the loftier interests of “free flow of infommtion.”

tory management. The entire process, however, could easlIy be
automated and integrated so that, eve” with a printer
attached, the primsty expression of the mitten word would
become the electronic impulse on a video screen rather than
the paper page. Moreover, as the costs of electronic publIshi”g
are falling, the costs of traditional book publishii are rising
exponentially. Some day it might indeed be expedient to
tranmnit most of our wittm culture by hvo-way cable in the
form of videotext. And videotext might the” become a mass
medium in its own right, leming books on the sidelines where
they would continue to exist as luxury goods or objets d’art.
Projecting this to an extreme, we could see lherary publishing
cease to operate at the heart of our culture, just as painting
and sculpture were su@rseded by photography and fII as the
main maa media of the visual arts.
It does not take a huge leap of the i”u@atlon to recog”Ize
that certain tyow of books natomllv lend themselves to electmnie pubIisl%g. Reference texts, &cyclopedias. listings, and
how-to books, for example - infommtion that needs constant
updating and is not usually used repeatedly. Some areas of
educational and scholarly publishing could happily convert to
video distribution oll~e the appropriate networks Illkll
schools, Iiities, and universities are in place. The rule seems
to be, the higher the information eontcni, the more adaptable
a work would be. On the other hand, it is often supposed that
literary texts (and trade publishing generally) are more likely to
remain book-eentred, “ot only because people like readii in
the bath and. on the subway, or because the essence of the
literary experience is rooted in a” intense and intimate relationship between reader and writer. “ReadII” a VDT implies
an altogether different physiology and psychology from
reading a book. For one thii, we are not I” the habit of
reading television but of watching it, and studies of braiD
activity stimulated by &v&ion viewi”g indicate that a completely different set of cognitive skills are involved. So eve” if
there are practical reasons for paperless publiihing; the
cultural disadvantages far oohvelgh than.
This is not to say that Literarypublishing will be unaffected.
Dave Godfrey of Press Po&pic and Stan Bevington of Coach
House Press have both been exploring the possibilities of
adapting electronic publii
techniques to their operations.
In a brief to the Applebaom-Hebert Commission last summer,
Bevington outlined how on-demand publishing (ii which the
to buy it) could drama&ally impmk the economies of smallnm, literary publishing. Clodfrey - Gutenberg Z’s articolate.
roving enthusiast - has been enmoraging.interest in devel-

M I HAG\YE
SUGGESTED.
one characteristic of the Communications Cevolution is the interconnection of systems that used to
be separate. Telephones. data banks, computers. and video
terminals can be programmedto do a vast variety of tasks, and
a whole branch of wgineerlog has evolved under the name of
thmtics
(or ir#xmalics~. The growth in size and sophistication of these systems has bee” largely at the instigation of
private enterprise (led by Japan and the U.S.A.), and developme”t has therefore been directed to applications in business,
govemme”t, and industry. which is where the Information
Age is in fidlest flower. By the mid497Os the information
industries @madly defined) had achieved the states of a heavy
industry in the U.S. eco”omy, accounting for half of that
country’s GNP and more than half of its salaries. That tells us
s.%ral things: that information is one of the few remaining
groocth industries io the Western lvorld, that it is mimportant
to the smooth running of the economy a&the energy supply,
and that it has sponsored the conrtructio” of a new mealu of

with electronic oobllshlna. it &eadv has
terrific implIcatio& for writing. In-one ge&re, wdte; and
publisher merge into one: both are Information Providers and
it doesn’t much ma$ter, technically at least, whether ~II
editorial process lsinvolved. Everyperson the printer now cmt
be Everyperson the publisher,. and that plays havoc with old
notiohp about what constitutes the act ofpobllshl”g. PubIicationhas always been associated with the &mfact&d object,
but in an electronic world, when will a work be deemed to be
“published”? When it is entered into a system. or when it is
falled ,,nl

of society’s exchange of ?nte&&I
proper&>
The question ic: How will book publishing and writing tit
into the new knowIedge networks? Computers, of cotuse, are
already commonplace in publIshii, although so far they have
bze” rather narrowly directed to improving speed and efficiency I” editi”g, design, typesetting, accoo”tl”g, end inven-

already a stock-&trade OF print jo&aIlsm, and grow&
numbers of freekmce writers are acquiring their ow” systems
as prices drop (the cheapest available at the moment costs
about S2.600). There are maw theories about how far
mechanical inklligence can (or shbuld) be pushed, how much
of the creative proca it should be expected to simulate. But so
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whiih them is great potential for good and evil. They .could
le%dto an even higher concentration of power and eve” tkhter
control of information than already exists. If they remain
creatures of the big corporations and big governments (who
have the biibucks to invest in their development) WCcao look
forward to greater centralization with all the dangem of manipulation that implies. Organized on a different basii, however,
they could reverse the usual mass-mcdii tendency toward
uniformity. They could become tools for self-education. community participation, and, of come, cultural expression on a
vast but localized scale. That won’t happen on its own. As the
writers seminar coneluded, government and business will have
to be pushed. A revolution, after all, needs visionaries. And
visionaries are hard to come by in bureauem&. 0

far word processors am being put to quite prosaic “se in the
editing of texts and orgaoization of research.
Last February. members of the Writers’ Union of Canida,
@ucb&s Ilnion d’&crivains, and the Literary Translators’
Assxlciationheld a seminar to diiss issues relating to the care
and socialization of word processors. A first concern,
obviously. is copyright protection. and the proper (which is to
say feir and legal) development of telemat*s 89 a subsidiary
market, recogniziw that it may soon be a primary market for
some witers. It was also suggested that writers be compcnsated for submitting manuscripts to publishers on disc and in
machine-readable form.
There is, however, a larger political concern having to do
cith ownership and control of the knowledge networks, in
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Are the characters in Rack1 Wyatt< new novel
high-urinciuled, admirable human beings
or prkekiou; n&its? Perhaps a little pf both
By DORIS .COWAN

Foreign Bodlcs, by Ra&l Wyatt,
Ifouse of Anansi, 181pages, Sg.95 paper
(ISBN 0 65734 092 2).
axt.w ws*~s fKtion is entertaining.
but sometimes hard to follow. It’s a bit
like a rolle~coastcr ride in a dream: fast
and slov: at the same time. Her characters trudge through scenes of
mayhem, unaware of anything but their
0”” rho@% When at last they realin
what’s bcm going on, it’s too late; it’s
all over, bit by then some uew disaster is
speedb~ toward them. They’re slow to
react, trying to be contemplatives in a
h~wtless world that laughs at them and
steals auythiug they’re not holding
tightly. There’s a Nabokovian cast to the
way they are presented. The narrator
sympathizes, seems to justify and defend
them. then suddenly leaps aside for a
quick look at the scene through the eyes
of their v:orst eneudes. Are they highprincipled, well-intentioned, intelligent,
even admirable human beiugs. or am
they pretcmtious, self-absorbed nitwhs?
1s this sympathy or mockery? Oddly
enough, it’s both.
For&n Bodia, her thii and latest
novel. tells the story of Ned and Bmesta
Bolster. two bmocents from Yorkshire
rho come to Canada. He has beeo
invited to spend a year as visiting professor at Toronto’s Institute for
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Improved Relations. He’s optimistic,
eve” enthusiastic, about his sabbatical:
his duties will be light, and he’ll’have
time to finish his book. She is not so sure
she wants to leave her job and her settled
life in England, but she thinks it will be
good for her to be uprooted, to see new
places and sew people. In the back of
her miud is the faint hope that she \viU
have a love affair, though she laughs at
herself for thinking of it. Ned, who feels
guilty about having drag&d her aloug
with him, does his best to make her
happy with the move, promising her all
kinds of treats and pleasures.
“We’re free, love, There’ll be hot
summer days. And sometimes I’ll bring
your breakfast to bed. . . .‘I But her
response is wan, end a little skepticaL
The truth is that they are bored with
each other. Ned keeps forgcttiog his
msolve to be extra good to her, because
he caa’t keep his mind off hi book (a
sociological study of aa incident of
racial violence in England).and the flattering vision of himself as a published
author. Musing on the capacities of the
average m+n for violence, racial or
otherwise, Ned gazes out at passersby in
the street and decides that they look “as
likely to turn to violence as hboself to
rape or Ernesta to petty theft.” Little
does he know.
In this book Wyatt moves away from
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books, ?he String Box and ZXe
Rawdale Hoar. Her chief tar.@ there
were such straightforward human failings m snobbery, greed, ambition, and
the vas~&“nderstandii
bchveen the
sexes, aud she attacked them wuare~.
In Forrign Bodie, her approach bar
become more complex, her sympathies
deeper; she turns her satirical eye to the
relations between nations, culturrJ, aud
r(though she continues her inquiry
into the war between mea and women.
MO),and it seems she can’t help taking it
all more seriously. Her wit at the expeuse
ofhere
maiuchamctersisalmostgentie; she saves the sledgehauuner (mostly)
for the fools who surround them -the
dimr
of the Institute, for example,
who says “The whole racial question is
fairly new here.” while ‘%cross Ned’s
mind whooped the Indians fmm old
films end he seemed to hear the songs of
chained slaves.” But Wyatt jczks the
carpet out from under Ned’s feet in his
turn. No oue iu this satire is allowed to
represent virtue for long. When
Momue, also known as Iiaji, the iuexplicable Pakistani :housekqepe.r” they
fmd io their muted house when thw
arrive, offers to type Ned’s mauuscri~t
for hbu, the staunch upholder of respect
between races bwantly visualizes his
“p&ous manuscript typed out in a”

.__.._.-._._ .,... .._ ...__.. . ,_.___.
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The Elements of CAL
The How-To Book en Computer
Atdtd Ieernblg
Everything you need to get
started! Includes instructions
for 2 complete wurses:
bibliography, glossary.
$24.95 cloth
$14.95 paper

The 1982-revised edition of this
standard reference.
$ZO.OO
cloth
$14.95 peper
And don’t forget . . .
The Teltdon Bock
Bxperts expleilainthis Canadian
communications breakthrough.
$30.00 quality paper

incomprehensible jumble of Urdu and
English” and he wants to “rush upstairs
to protect it.”
Wyatt’s narrative techniques ere
inventive, but I found them, after a
while, to be a little too elliptical. It gets
confining. Things happen offstage there are muffled’ crashes. voices in
other rooms, sirens approaching. But
the foregmund is usually in such close
focus, end so crowded, that it all turns
into an incomprehensible muddle. The
author adds to the confusion by switching back end forth between the points
of view of four mpin characters. It’s
sometimes very funny, and it’s always a
rich brew, but it’s in danger of becoming
too rich. I hope that in future novels she
will slow down oceaoionally and give us
en overview.
The same diffEulty afflicts her own
personal point of view, end 1 think thts
is a more serious problem. Her humour
sometimes comes scmss es uneasy,
unsure, because of the way she gives and
withdraws her symoathy. It overbalances the book’s itruciu.re, sending
the book dipping and yawtnp like a webbly boat in a storm; the reeder gets
seasick. If Wyatt would settle on what
she genuinely likes end admires es tkmIy
as she has on what she dikes and finds
rklicolou, her satire would have a truer
aim. Once she does so, I think she will
write even better books then For&n

Bodhs. 0

A novel addition to our literature
on nation-building,
this volume
chaa the glwvth of the datty press.
Rutberfard describes personalities
and events and surveys the culhuat
pre-rquisites for mass communicatioion - the gmorvth of the city, of

urban publics, end of mess lttemcy.
He also reveals the sl@%ant role
played by the populer trees in the
m&tog ofVictorian so&&y end the
eheping of the next century. ‘Close
to indispensable. Historians who
use newspapers should be uncomfortable not having Rutherford
around.’ CHR $35.00 cloth, $12.50
PaPer

By W.P. KIjVSELLA

Men Descending. by Guy Vanderhaeghe, Mecmillao, 230 pages, $16.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7715 9713 4).
I HAVESPEWa good pert of my summer
in the University of Iowa library at Iowa
city, reading the latest offerings of
American short-f=tion writers. I have
sampled dozens of individual story coll&ions,
anthologies. and literary
magazines. The more I read of
American writers the more impressed I
am with Canadian short fiction. It is our
.&ore of exelknce. Per capita there are

quality sbbrt stories coming out of
Cenads than fmm the U.S.
Reading the stories of bttly praised
American writers only reiterates how
marvellowly relaxed end insightful e
story-teller is Alice Munm, end points
up how few writers can craft a stay like
W.D. Valgardaon. And it seems that the
aitics are more and more realizing the
importance of short tiction in Canada:
instead of first collections being largely
ignored, now, when a book of shies
demonstrates excellence, it reaps the
praise it deserves. A fme example is
Edna Alford’s devastating collection A
Sleep Full 4f Dreams, which has been
highly end unanimously praised by
newspapers end magezlnes from coast to
coast.
Now. we have another new and exclting voice in Canadian fiction. Guy Vanderhaeghe is a 3l-year-old writer from
Saskatoon, well known to those who
reed the literexy megezinee. In fact,
“The Waleher,” one of the most powerful stories in this collection of 1% woo
the Camdtim Fiction Magoz.theannual
contributor’s pria for 1980.
In Man Dawnding, Vanderliaeghe
demonstrates a great deal of potse end
maturity es he explores men at vartous
stages of life, through the eyes of nerretom both very young and very old.
There is also a wide diversity in tone and
voice, while the moods of the stories
range fmm manic to morose.
The best stories in any collection are
invariably ones of high energy, of intensity, where no matter the moral or the
message, tbe reader is fmt entertained.
Such a story is “Drummer,” not only
the best in the collection, but one of the
strongest stories I have encountered in
recent years. “Drummer” can be, end I
have used it as, a teachii model for the
short story - voice, tone, mood, charecter development, are ell wed to perfection. “Drummer” wee fmt published
in the virtually unknown &West
ReView, which now headquartera in
Seskatoon; let us hope that the editors
of Bat Camdim Stories subswlle to
that megezine.
In “Drummer” bewildered teenager
Billy Simpson tells the story. He hes a
star-athlete, hell-reieing older brotber,
who is also a bully end en informer. On
a bet) the brother dates a ghl Bll cares
for because “she’seemed like a very nice
person who maybe had whet Miss Clerk
says are principles.” The older brother
discavers that the girl does indeed have
princlpla, abandons her to Btt, e&p
inp with Billy’s more worldly date. Much
to Billy’s &grin the girl’s “prlnclples”
dictete that to the end of the harrowing
evening she is stttl the brother’s date. At
16 Billy’s life may well be in desxnt, 89
be attends the girl’s church, against ids
more

father’s cishes, trying vainly to undcrsr”nd why the girl behaves as she does.
What makes this story a bittersweet sensation is Vanderhaeghc’s psfect car for
dialogue.

Billy Simpson appear again in
“Cages.” a brilliant story about choices,
u story where man is descending literally,
as well as tigura&ly, for the cages of
the ride arc the elevators used to transportminers to the interior of Ihc earth.
In the title story, Ed, a self-indulgent
loser. finds his marriage breaking up.
On one hand he wishes to prevent the
brea!;-up, while on the other hand the
break-up tits his theory about life. Ed
believes that each lifeandcareer
follows
a” arc, peaking, the”, descending. Ed
believes his life is in descent. A selffulfulling prophecy. The descent co”tinues in chc closl”g story ‘Sam. Soren,
and Ed.” rhcre Ed comes at least par-

tially to terms with his inability to will
himself to do what must be done.
What these stories have in common is
that in each story t&&s a man descending. In the award-winning story “The
Watcher;’ a boy observes as a sleazy
hippi*i”tellecwal is brought down by
the steely spirit of a” old woman. I” a
confrontation of the strong pioneer
spirit wrsus a product of a permissive
society, there ls little question of who
will win, only when. and how severe the
comeuppauce will be.
In’s number of there stories the descent is toward mental unbalance and
death. In “What I’ Learned from
Caesar.” a boy, again a watcher, sees hir
father; descend into insanity rather than
accepl charity. In “Going to Russia,” a
teacher, unable to cope, retreats into
insanity. ‘A Taste for Pcrfectio”” and
“The Expatriates’ Party” deal with the
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mantess of death. In the formu, a ma”

learns to cope with life in a” incurable
ward by, for the tirsto time in his life,
making contact with anotha suffering
the cruelties we inflict on oursel\ies and
others in the name of grief. In “The
Dancing Bear” an old man maker a
defia’nt aesturc while in his final daeent
to\vord &ath.
These arc technic& dellahtful stories
with multi-themes &l lay& of meaning. The “death storks” though often
movjne and profound, are less succ+ful than, say, “Drummer,” “Cages,”
and “The Watcher.” Howcvcr, at all
times Guy Vanderhacghe is a writer in
command of his subject matter; hc displays a deftness of touch and maturity
of vision seldom seen in Fmt collections.
These are storks to be reread and
renlembercd. Cl

_.. .__.

Whatever the problems, Canada’s eminence
in the field of short fiction uersists. as two
recent collections attest

By DENNIS DUFFY

The Pengal” l5ook of Modem Camadizo Short Sforlzs. edited by Wavlle
Grady, Penguin, ti pages, Si.95 pa&r
(ISBPI 0 14 00 6267 M.
Srwll Wo”dem, &ted by Robert
waver, CBC Enterprises, 116 pages,
59.95 paper (ISBN 0 88794 I04 4).

r=tTttrzg OF THESEshort-story anthologies is a thesis collection. The sole principle for inclusion seems to be that of
quality rather than any se”se of represmtatio” of a particular school or view.
What makes for easy readins pmduccs
tough review& unless oue is content to
give a sentence or two about each story.
The Pm&
collection holds 24
stories, aritren fmm 1945to the present.
R’s hard for the reader10 come up with
a top miter who has been left out, and
rhose of the quality of Mavis Gallant,
Norma” Levine, Alicc Munro, and
Gabrlelle Roy appear twlcc. Assume this
boo!; to be representative; what the”
does it tell us about the Canadian short
srory, the” to now7

First, while literary modernism triumohed here as elsewhere in Noah
&n&a,
the avan-garde established
only a “arrow beach-head in the short
story.
The thematic
motifs of
modemiwwcsignation, bony, diswntinuity recur throughout many of these
sbnies. but in style they for the most
part avoid the fractured, “expcrlmental,” a-logical narrative modes we
associate with avant-garde. No’ one
would cnnftws the co”te”ts of this book
with those of The Sfmy So Far, for
exmnple.
Tbii is not to state that the stories in
foorm begin at 0. Henry and conclude
with Maupassant, but that their con+
plcxlty of meaning is accompanied by a”
easily accessible mode of narration. For
exa”wlc, Malcolm Lowry’s “The Fonst
Path to the Spring” remains one of the
finest narratives in the collection.
Stylistically it is ageless, in that it stands
in the timeless myfhopoeic attitude of
atrbmptine to pack a work with echo,
association, and rhythmical variation

and cadence. Couched in the form of a
reminlsancc, it forms a bricfglimpse of
Paradise from the creator of the
Purgatmio of Underthe Volccmo.Yet.
for all its complexity, the story d&l&
the familiar patter” of a rmd”isceucc. It
cncapsulatcs a vanished time in which
the storms of life (that tote up the boat
dock in the story) still could be set” as
yicldlw to the sense of rulewal symbolized by the ever-bubbling spring.
The staccato style of G&a-d Eessettee’o
“Romance” and the mythic rccyclbxgof
Slida Watson’s “Brother Oedipus”
link these stories closer to the avautgarde than is the case with auy others
included. They appear thcrcforc as
exceptions, while the remtider of the
stories arc l‘mai”stre.mn” in their
methods of prcscntation.
The themes of the stories presented i”
this acc&ble and representative collecdon have been classified by the editor as
dealing with %merge”ce from-the past
and acceptance of the futun,” a loose
d&nation that could apply to virtually

any similar amalgam. The fact is, the
stories work for the some reason the
dwics they taught us in high school
sucmd. The stories follow essentially
the pattern of exposition. rising action,
and revelatory climax we all learned
about. Sure, the stories are more cornpies, their action is psychological, their
implications are more subtle, their
resolution is less dramatic than is the
case rith 0. Henry. But Henry James
would have had no diffEulty in recognizlng what ties on these pages: they tell
of incidences. of moments, of processes
that reveal a decisive time in a
character’s Life.Rich in implication, subtle in form. the stories in the collection
above aJl deal with people in ways we
ctm all understand. This may reflect the
editor’s bias. I happen to think it
demonstrates his sure sense of the best
that Canadian short fiction has to offer.
A”y reader can discover unaccountable
omissions - why is there no story of
Dave Godfrey’s here? - but no one can
claim that any entry here ought to have
been disqualified.
What may pleasantly surprise the
reader is the frequency with which the
stories convey a sense of life’s larger
possibilities. While Brian Moore’s justly
famed “Uncle T” comes out of

Dubliners, with its acute perceptions of

relinquished life and the acceptance of
failure., Jack Hodgins’s “More than
and W.P. Kinsella’s
co”que.rors”
“Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to Iowa”
r&in splendid accounts of the imaginative&d personal energies of on%“&

pe&. Without seeming forced, these
and other stories bear the message that a
person may still find a phtce to stand and
do so with decmcy and dignity. Eve”
W.D. Valgardson’s grim “A Matter of
Balance” displays a character \vho does
, “hat he must without flinching because
crcumstances forbid the exercise of
compassion. Very much a story for the
Cold ‘SOS,its economical presentation
compresses into a few pages a set of
questions that could entail several
volumes of casuistry.
Grady’s Penguin volume, with its
helpful notes on the authors of each
story, deserves a wide readership, and
will likely end up in classrooms. Such is
the fate of solid collections.
The stories in Smcrll Wonders first

An intriguing and.entertaining way to learn
about the world around you, colouring
makes learning come alive. Each book
contains 100 pages for colouring, written a;d
illustiated by experts in the field. Choose
from five subject areas - or choose them all.

r

appeared on CBGRadio’s Anlhologv
Eve” to state that recalls the
immensity of the debt that letters in
Canada owes Robert Weaver, producer
of the program and editor of the mlleclion. The dozen stories (relatively brief
on aeMunt of air time; hence the title)
range all over in their style and subject
matter. Alden NowIan’s futurist fantasy
on academic mat&, “The Year of the
RevcJution,” manages to be genuinely
funny about a thune that has been
worked to death. while Clark Blaise’s
“South” adds another chapter to his
epic preoccupation with a Florida
boyhood and displaced pwnts. Ail the
stories are of this qua&, and some eve”
surprise the reader in their treatment of
new subjecui by a writer. Chief of these
is Audrey Thomas’s “Degrees.” whose
deft but feeling handling of a neocolonial situation
recalls that of
Margaret Laurence. At a time of shrinking markets and publishers’ reluctance
to deal with single-author short*tory
volumes, Anrhologv’s endurance and
quality offer grounds for rejoicim.
While it is obviously in the CBC’s
interest to issue this volume under its
own logo, its price compares very poorly
with the value of the Penguin volume.
One wonders whether the writers themselves would not have bee” better stied
by commercial publication and the wider
distribution that entails. Of WURB,most
publishers wouldn’t touch it, and a small
press would likely have had to set the
same price.
Despite all the obstacles, the threedozen stories in these collections have
made it as far as publication and (for
most) republication. Sometimes issued
as parts of books, sometimes as fugitive
pieces, they attest to the vitality of the
form and the persistence of their
authors. Similar collections adecade ago
would not have contained work by many
of these writers. and behind these “wly
established authors stand newcomers
whose.work is ww appearing in regioaal
collections, little magaalnes, fKtion
journals, etc. An int@gent read@
public exists fdr their work, as the
publication of a” amhology of (mostly)
living writers by a commercial publisher
attests. While the mdority of the writers
in the Penguin volume have attained a
very assured status, that is not true of
everyone i”cluded, thus making the collection more than a museum of old
favourites. Try as I might, it’s hard to be
pessimistic about the continuation of
Canada’s eminence in the fEkl of short
fiction. Whatever problems may exist,
the form still engages some of our finest
writers, whose work continues to appear
before delighted and impressed
readers. 0
program.
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After y&s of writing about unbelievers
Graham Greene has returned to his religion in a
high-spirited comedy of philosophic ‘manners
,By I.M. OWEN

MoTomipor

Qubmle,by

Graham

Lesw B Orpeu Dennys, 248
pages, 515.95doth(ISBN091963025 1).
Gmne,

,N \‘o~“bl~ w of the Oxford History of
E&and, A.J.P. Taylor says: “The two
men who came to the fmnt as novelists
tovads the end of the interwar period,
Graham Greene and Evelyn Waugh,
were both co”verts to Roman catholicism, though this only served td
increase their woe.”
If me look beck at those of Greene’s
novels in which his religion is the dominant subject, two things are noticeable:
that they are relatively few, and that the
subject has a deeply depressing effect on
the author and the reader. I’m thinking
of the gloomy The Power and the Gloty,
the glum The Heart of the Matter, and
the positively repellent The End of the
AZ/air, v:hich ought to be required
readiog m the Fmal test for candidates
for reception into the Church if you can
accept that you will acsept anything.
Since then Greene’s central characters
huve mostly been unbelievus who take
unbelief for granted as the normal
human condition. This may be held to
ilc~munt for their misfortunes, but it
does lighten the atmcsphere. The very
funny novella Loser Takes All even has
a happy ending. And though terrible
thiys hoppen in The Quiet Americen,
The Cornediuns, and the recent The
Human Factor and Doctor Flscher of
Geaew, they’re a joy to read, not just a
duty.
When Greene had tioished The End
of the Affair and was planning The
Q&t American he exclaimed to Waugh:
“It v,iIl be a relief not to write about
God for a change!” “Oh?” said
Waugh. “1 wouldn’t drop God, if I were
you. Not at this stage anyway. It would
bc like P.G. Wodehouse droppins
Jeeves halfWay through the Wooster
series.”
Now, about 30 years later, Jceves is
back. But he’s stopped spreading gloom.
rUonvlgnor Q&ore is a high-spirited
comedy of philosophic manners: a lively

convasation

behveen a priest and a
Comuuudst set in the framework of a
series of equally lively escapades. It’s a
conversation that picks up and develops
the points raised in the talks between
Brow” and Dr. Magiot in The Comedims
Father Quixote is the parish priest of
BI Tobom, the village in La Mancha in
which his ancestor belied hi imaginary lady, Dulcinea, dwelt. He’s an
innocent, and therefore much didIked
by hi h&hop. But Father Quiite
befricnds a visiting Italian h&hop by giving him an excellent lunch (horsemeat
steak) and getring his Memedes started
for him. (The tank was empty.) AS a
result Rome elevates him to the rank of
Monsignor, to hi embarrassment and to
the tluy of his own bishop. It seems like
a tactful moment to go on holiday outside the diocese. And his friend the
Communist mayor of ELToboso has just
suffered electoral defeat and would like
a change of scene too. His name is
Eurique Zancas, and since Zancas was

Samho Pawa’s other family name his

friend Quixote ahvayx calls hi Sancho.
So they go off together in the priest’s
small, elderly, slow-moving car, inevitably named Rocinante. (I wonder
whether there is any sigoificance in the

fact that this Rocinante Is “she,”
whereas the original was 8 stallion.)
They take with them, besides large wantitia of Manchegao wine, their favourite
books: Sancho takes The Communirr
Mmt~erto and Lenin’s eDgayson Marx
and Et+, Quixote takes St. Francis de
Sales, St. John of the Cross, and St.
Th&se of Lisieux - his “books of
as Sancho soys. To them he
ChiValry,”
odds, to please his &ii young locum
tenens. Momi Theology by a German
priest named Heribert Jane, a work he
hasn’t looked at since his student days. I
haven’t found independent evidence
that Father Jane was real, but I hope so.
If he didn’t exist, it was certainly
desirable for Greene to Invent him. Both
travellen dip into hi, and Joue on
onanism, Jone on gluttony, Jane on the
correct procedure for baptising a twoheaded baby, provide much irmocent
merriment along the way.
It’s a book about belief tid its
necessary companion - its shadow unbelief. Each of these two believers has
dIfFdties with some aspects of hip
faith, and at times with the whole thing.
The priest believes in Hell “from obedience, but not with the heart,” and
prefers the Gospel accordii to St.
John, which lnevn mentions it. (Mark
mentions it twice, Luke three times, and
Matthew - the tax-collextor - I5
times.) The mayor has a similar difficulty in recanting the fact of Stalin with
his favourite scriptures. But the recurs-.
ing theme is the necessity of doubt. On
the second night of the journey the priest
dreams that a legion of a.twls rescues
Christ fmm the cross: “There was no
ambiguity, no room for doubt, and no
room for faith at all . . . Father Qu@ote
hod felt on waking the @ill of despair
felt by a ma” who . . . must wntioue to
live in a kind of Sahara desert without
doubt or faith, where everyoti is certain
that the same belief is true. He had
found himself whispering, ‘God save me
from such a belief.’ Theo he heard the
Mayor turn restlessly on the bed beside
hi, and he added without thought,

__

. --__-
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‘Save him too from belief,’ and only
then he fell asleep again.”
Later they go to Salamanea, where the
mayor once studied under Miguel de
Unrmuno,
the liberal Catholic
philosopher, poet, and novelist. He
quotes him: “There is a muffled voice, a
voice of uncensinty which whispers in
the ears of the bdiever. Who knows?
Without this uncertainty how could we
live?”
The introduction of Unemuno is fitting in another way, since in one of the
books he preached qulxotism as an
ideal. This would have surprised
Cervantes, who portrayed Don Quixote
as a man driven mad by reading too

-._a
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much unsuitable literature, who travKowalski in Leo Simpson’s Kow~ki’s
elled the country prepared to kill in
Las1 Chance. who also let an armed roborder to prove blmsdf to an imaginary
ber go. Monsignor Quixote bar a better
lover and was saved from being a
education than Kowalski, but they share
murderer only by his incompetence with * a beautifully direct simplicity of
hi weapons; io fact. a I7th-h-cwrturY thought, which leads crasser people to
John Hinckley.
think them mad.
But Greene’s Monsignor Quixote isn’t
I’ve refrained from describiog soy of
the Don Quixote of either Cervantes or
the incidents or many of the phiIoUnamuno, though there are parallel
sophical points made, in order to keep
incidents in his travels - notably wbeo
them fresh for futurereaders;so I’ll cerhe helps an armed robber to escape,
as taialy not describe the conclusion,
hisancestor freed the galley-slaves; and
beyond saying that it draws together in
be is pursued by Opus Dei and the Guarhighly dramatic fom all the themes of
dia Civil as his ancestor was by the Holy
the comedy, and is profoundly movinp;
Brotherhood. The fgure in literature he
as fine an ending es Greene has ever
reminds me of most is Constable
given to a book. 0
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Sin& the early 196Os, Afrik&ns writeyhave
been aware of their vulnerability. They also know they
dwell at the centre of 2&h-century concerns
By MARQ DE VILLIERS

Woitiag for tke Barbariaa.%,by J.M.
coetzee, Penguin, 156 pages, $3.95
paper IISBN 0 14 00 6110 X).
A Cbsin of Voices, by And& Brink,
Faber 6 Faber (Oxford), 525 pages,
319.95 cloth (ISBN 0 571 11814 7).
THESETV,0 BOOKSmpmsent diverging
trends in Afrikaans writing: Briok’s a
continuiy search for a correct parochkdism (in the sense of drawing universal
truths from the small doiogs of the
pa&b), Coetzee’s the obverse. ao
attempt to universalize by \vriting without any sense of place % dl. Of the two,
Brink’s is, I think predictably, by far the
more suceussful. But both of them stem
From a natural ambivalence in Aftikaens
writing. for it’s a literature that is cooscious of its smallness and its vulnerability while at the same time fully
accepting that South Africa, which cap
seem almost a IaboraNry of poisoned
human relations, is ao i&a at the centm
of ZOth-century concerns. Brink wrote
much of the present work in English and
translated it back into Afrikaans; he is
fearful that an Afrikaans vtiter tied to
the language and audience only of South
Africa faces total sileoce; them is a
respect for writing among Afrikaners

_. .-

that makes it more diffnlt for the
authorities N siIence Afrikaans writers.
but, as Brink himself has seeo, these
scruples cao easily be overcome when
those authorities perceive the need.
Both Briok aod Coetaee first emerged
in the 1960s. a major tumlog point in
Afrikaans literature. Them wen Afiikaans writers in South Africa before
that, and good work had been done, but
it was titbxg of a very diffenmt sort and
with a very different purpose. Like Olive
Schreiner in Bogliih, writers such as the
poet van Wyk Louw turned out works
celebrating, supporting, and cherishing
the myths of the society they were
desmibing. It was a eomfortabIe Iiterature, fdled with a deep seose of place but
without challenging ideas. The fmt
intellectual generation to grow impatient
with the achievemats of traditional
writing was educated at the Afrikaans
universities of Stdlenbosch and Potcbefstmom in the late ‘501, and when their
work burst onto the literary sceoe in the
early ’60s it WBSgreeted with a mix of
hostility and relief. They were e&d Die
Sesligem (the tiO-ers), and though they
were all. of course. very different, they
be...

_ ._._____._______.__.._.__-

disturbing.

Probably the best known of the
Sesriger was Etienne Ie Row, whose
&we Doe by die Sitberstebu fSeven
Days at the Silbemtebs) caused ao
uproar in the lltemtureconszious Afiikaans press. And the others: Karl
Schoeman, whose Na die GeL@fdeLand
(2-o the Beloved Lan@ shocked eon&mpomy opinion, which bad liked Ids

first book, a traditional South African
evocation of farm life; F. A. Venter, a
less prickly writer who concentrated on
reexamining the central myth of Afrlkaans history, the Great Trek or the
exodus from tbe Caps Bmyteo Breytenbacb, a dreamy poet whose romanticism
later led him into pathetically inept
attempts at revolutionary polities and
who oow ls io jail; and Aodrc Brink,
who WBPperhaps the slowest starter and
looks to be the most powerful finisher of
the group.
Venter and Sehoemao are still writing,
but their work no longer excites much
inlerest. The new stars are J. C. Steyn,
whose Dwboek van ‘n Vemmter (Jawml da Betrayq) caused the same lcmd
of uproar in 1976 as le Roux bad a
decade earlier, and. more provocative&
Blsa Joubert, whose Die Swrfiare wn
Poppie Nongem flhe Wamfeting Yam
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of Poppie hIonSen@gave shocked Afiikaans madderstheir first unflbtching look
at urban bleck lie in South Africa.
These tw are very much in Brink’s
c;unp in their turning inwards and their
clear-eyed examination of locally
cherished traditions.
Coetee’s Waitingfor the Barbarimu
follov~s two earlier novels, Dusklands
tmd In rhe Hear1 sf the Counlry. The
latter was a short, tight. subtle exploratic.” of the comtpt ittterdependence of
mavter and slave, and I thought at the
time it was an exttaordinary echlevemat. Now, Coetzee seems to have
backed away from hmsh reality and ha
take” refuge in allegory. In a sense
Nzuiine Gordimer did the same thing
rith her most recent book, July5 Peapie. though hers was “tore parable than
allegory and vas nevertheless place
v:here eke, and it was fdled*kith a &d
of bitter veracity that gave it its power.
Wairingfor the Barbarians could be
anywhere about any culture; in tone if
not ln setting it reminds me more of cmtral Europe than of Africa, and though

the Oppressor and Oppressed an univerml archetypes, for me Coetzee’s attempt
to address them directly is a failure.
The story is set in a frontier outpost of
an anon~nmus empire, which is never
located geographically but has the feel
of the Hindu Kush or the plains of
Uzbekiiten. The Meg&trate, the central
figure, has run the sleepy outpost of
empire for decades, “ever quite noticing
the imbalvlce between empire end barbtian. bctwen powerful end paverless: he is only pushed into awareness by
the arrival of some altogether tougher
setvans of the empire fmm the capital.
The book takes the Meg&rate from
unwilling awareness to a te”tetive end
inept act of rebellion against the state,
and therefore into the status of a”
Enemy.
This is all very well, and it is not badly
done - them are very few false
moments. But throughout the book it’s
hard to escape the feeling that Coetree is
constantly de”tandi”g that his readets
notice that the Magistrate is not simply a
but is all-men at all times who colla
borate with indecency. There is
altogether too much self-co”sciousne.ss
about the ~xecuticm.
Bri”k’s book is another matter.
Whether this is his best book I’m not
sure; in some ways I think Kennix van
die Aond, oddly translated es Looking
on Dwkws, was more sueeessful, but it
hardly matters; Brink has grown into a
major writer of reaJ power, end campatirons to Faulkner, es per e New York

.
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review, are not overstated.
a monologue by Ma-R“We go on
Brink begen writing with e seriu of
talking and talking, an endless chain of
three slim. r&her eonventionel novels
voices, all together yet all apart, all difset in Paris, where he himself lived
ferent yet all the same, and the separeti
briefly in the early 1960s. Only one, I , links might lie but the chain is the
think, hes bee” tmnslated into English
truth,” and the parrage is a neat descrip
(The Ambassador); Miskien Nooit
lion of Brink’s own method, using his
chem.ctet3 to tell their own snteu tmtbs
(Maybe NoIldng,Jend 016 me heavily
and their own lerge lies. and through the
autobiogmpbical and very much the
totelity coming to en understending of
work of a young ma”. But his work has
how slaveholding corrupts not only tbc
been growing steadily in authority since
lives of the slaves but the morel imaglhe returned to live in South Africa and
nations of the m&em. 0
twted his attention to undetstending
what ws happen& there. An Instant in
the Wind, Rumours 4/R&.
A Dty
While &awn - each book showed a”
increased sureness of touch, although
eve” A DIY Whife Season was tech&xlly conventional, and its subject
matter wes the province of Nadine Ctordimer, the relations behvee” master and
se&ant in modem South Africa.
A Chain of Voices is e historicel
novel, &ho& like all good historical
novels it is es much “about” the present
es the past. It concerns itself with en
abortive slave revolt on two isolated
farms several days from Cape Town just
,
after 1820. a time of ambiv&nie in
Europe and of growing unease in South
P
Africa itself. Brink has his characters,
The Outside Chance of Mal”dllen
slavei end masters, speak for themselves
Click, by Morley Torgov, Lester 8t
in e series of monologues, the “chain of
Orpen Dennys, 186 mes. $14.95 cloth
voices” of the title. AU the characters,
(ISBN 0 919630 29 4).
no matter how minor, get to put their
point of view: the masters. wilful Berend
THEONLYCOMPLAINT
I have with this
and week-willed Nicolaes van der
generous. vety funny novel ls that the
Metwe; Galant, the slave who leads the
way it k belng promoted undermines
revolt; Barend’s wife Iieste~, whose
one of the funniest scenes to appear in
extreotxlmsry relationship with Gelant
Canadian
fiction in quite a long time.
forms the twin climaxes of the two parts
The novel is set in a smell northern
of the boolt; tb other slaves, a few
Ontatio city called Steelton, which
“free” Hotentots kept in virtual slavery
resembles Sault Ste. Merle, the setting of
by the white farmers: old Ma-Rose, a
Torgov’s first book, A Good Place to
slave woman whose sexual fevatn had
Come From. The scene in questlo” is the
in the pat bee” canmanded by the va”
one ‘in which Rabbi K&w.n.Teltelman
der Metwes’ stiff-necked old father;
exposes his dark, seeret passion to the
eve” a wandering civil servant from the
citircns of Steelton. The problent is that
district capital whose vice wes makhtg
if you have read the front dustjacket
sexual advancea to pigs. And elthottgh,
flap, the pttblishegs publicity handouts.
inevitably, them me incongruities in
or any of the revtews of thenovel that
using so many voices to express Brink’s
have appeared so far. you will already
concerns (unlettered slaves reflecting on
know what the rabbi’s secret is. The
the condition of mastery with wryness
scene is still laugh-out-loud funny. But if
and insight). such is Brink’rccontml that
the secret wes revealed to you without
he meltes the btcongmitiea work for him
wet&g, es it ls to the mortified Jews
instead of againat him, end midway
and ittcredulous gentiles of Steelto”, the
through the novel none of them s.F
effect would be ctippling, end there isn’t
anylo~to~tter--eauthe”f!clty
that much ctipplingly finny Canadian
of ttme end p ece and character 1s so
fiction.
meticulous, end the examination of the
Steelton’s Jewish community is smell,
ideas through the words of the sour, “etless the” two doa” families, o”e of
row, Calvinist farmers and thell cowed
which is the Clicks. Maximilian en only
but unbroken slaver ls so recognizably
child, is growing up under & terrible
burden of his pments’ and grandttue that the schtal words scent to
parents’ love. They want only the best
become invisible.
for him end they have narrowed his
The title itself comes fmm e pessege in
Tfms
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choices in life down to three: he can
become a wgeott, a judge. or another
Ebtrteln. Anything less will break their
hearts. But even so, Meximilian hap a
different future in mind, and he ls
ametly prepying for the day he can flee
Steelton end the stmitjecket his family is
IovhlgIy 1mitting for him.
Then Kebnan Ttitebnao comes to
town as B repIacement for the old rabbi
who, until he v,as run over by a bus, \VBS
preparing Maxbnilim for his bar miw
veh. Teitelmatt is a Lubavitcha, a
member of a strictly orthodox sect,
whose odd eppeamttce - v~id&brimmed
b&k hat, black clothlog, CherIte
Chaplin shoes, red beard, and untrhttmed sideburns - immediately pins
the entire Jewish commmilty under the
microscope of Steelton’s curiosity.
Hov:ever, we are in tbe land of
Leacock, not Richler, end the .gentiles’
curiosity is not.meIicious; in fact, they
ctert attributbIg minor miracles to the
rabbi. The Jev/s, on the other hand, fmd
Teitebnan en embermssment and a pest.

UntlI he came along Steelton hardly
knew they were them, which ws fme by
them. He proves to be not at eIl tolerant
of little lapses in the observance of their
f&b. AnLnd:
To make mstters worse, the war the
sermon hc cllm? to preach for some
unexplalinedrepron during Cbanukah
- il fattvat of soad chesr and aftEivinr that fell early that December.

Rabbi 1:aminsl;yvmuldhave recited P
P3%8zcof s.+ptue. a song or two. and
led the audience in sieging EIebrev~
:o”gs of rejoleleg in l,h rcrolute badtone. Rabbi Teltelmee, however, took
the occasionto delivera tiery message
about - of all thiogs - Evil. The dais
from v+leh he spoke, at the cater of

the modest sanctuary. v/a raked from
tbe floor by onty two or three steps.But
tbe Lubavitcber’s words cascaded down

“Pen hisllsrenaslikee Inaglstrate’sverdtt. Venlty.Oreed.Lust. Hypoalsy -

at1 there human fatltnps vae spread
befor2 them ti?~ea cat&ye
of sins,
invitinc: admIssion of guilt.
‘T.‘~J be talktt~ about I&” ‘old
Au~:tus Gltclc asked afterward, his
disbelief bordering on outrag.
Maximilian’s
embarrassmeht
is

primarily that of an adolescent who is
forced to endure the ridicule of his con-
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tednporaried for consortbtg with someone who ir different - in this case,
reaL!u different - andtheheartoftbe
novel is the story of how tbe rabbi end
his student gradually come to trust each
other end share their deepest secrets.
Theo one night, et tbe end of another
extraordinarily
well-written scene,
Teitebnen stupidy betrays Maximilian’s
secret plens.
Totgov first wrote The Outside
Chance o/ Marimliian Glick as a
children’s story and wes then encouraged to develop it into I full-blown
novel. Curiously, though, he has chosen

novels that have
tbe modern “gjuwnlle*i
been appearing for more then a decade
now - reallstlc, uncondexendhtg fie
tion that doesn’t tlhtch from sex,
divorce, crime, drug abuse, racism, and
many other cattcems that contemporary
adolescents must deal with.
At their best these books ere tight,
sharply focused stories that differ from
good ‘%dtdt” fiction only in that the
range end mtances of experience are
somewhat curtailed and the authors’
themes end lessons em delivered rather
explicitly. In Tomov’s novel. for
in&nce~ we find thir conversation between Meximiliin and his deno teacher.
Derek Blackthorn, anoth& mentor:
“I’ve nevertold 8 soul about blsdeepest
secret. . . . And I nevvrwill.”
“But you’ve just told met” said
Blackthorn. He peered intentty into his
pupil’s face. ‘*Don’t you see, Max. how
~...bowturiblyeasyitisforppeopie to be lessthan perfenl”
“But tetling you now . . . it’s not the

same -”
“Oh yes It is, Max; yes it tsl If you’d .
kept the rabbi’s secret pale@,
you
wouldn’t have breathed so much as a
word of it . . . not evena ryllabte. . . not
to me. not to anybody. What I’m
pttiw at. Max. is lhar life is really a
sloppy busincrs. It’s full of mbsrd
tmbw, unmade beds. friendships that
are put togaher like punle.s and come
apart in the same way. You may make a
lot of lhius in this ttfe, my friend:
money, CO”tacts . . . bul nothing is more
important than making allowances.”
Fortunately. that’s about as didactic
as the tale of Max’s struggle to keep
from being stifled by his letoily’s good
intentions end come to terms with
Teitebnen’s betrayal gets. And whether
Torgov consciously or tmconsciouly
chose the juvmlle form, he hes by no ’
means witten a juvenile book. His
-P
and his deep feelbtg for
:ti the &tic end the serious sides of
comedy easily transcend tbe form end
carry it off bt the direction of the fable.
The result is a delightful book for ell
aga. 0

By D. W. MCHOL

Tunes of Glory, by James Kemtaway.
Lester & Orpen Denny& 200 pages,
$14.95 doth (ISBN 0 919630 87 1).
The Kennewey fipert. by James and
Susan Kennaway, Jonathan Cape
(Clarke Irwin), ,142 pages, SIB.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 224 0186.55).

JAMESttmwaw.4~ w. until a year ego,
en unjustly non-existent critical reputetlon es a novelist of the late 1950s end
’60s. The omission of his name fmm the
usual rosters of contemporary writers ls
undeliherate - with six novels. as well
es a posthumously pubSshed fragment
of a seventh, Kennewsy’s potential for
gma.tnesshad yet to unfold at the time of
his accidental death.
With the help of en almost recklessly
daring bid by Mainstreem Publishing in
Edinburgh (which hes republished most
of Kennaway’s output) and his widow
(who has assembled from her husband’s
notebooks and letters e poigoant but tmcompromising memoir of their martiege
in The Kennawy Papem), popular end
critical interest is being revived. Now.
Later & Orpen Damys have brought
out Ketmaway’s fmt novel, lhnes 41
G/rxy, which was originally published in
the U.K. in 1956. and they are to be
commended for doing ho.
The English hew, tended to ignore
Kennaway because he wnt to Hollywood; the Scats have largely overlooked
him because he went to London; Lit
Crits have eschewed hbn beaus; he wes
a success; Hollywood hes forgotten hi
because he didn’t stick around long
enough to be spat out. Born in Perthsbii in 1928, Kennawey wes thrust into
responsibility by the premature death of
his father. He later went up to Oxford
(where, with a crate of champagne and
some Black Magic chocolates, he
courted-tothechagrlnofhisclen-a
Sassenech’s deugbter), then ntumed to
Scotland to serve as en offreer in tbe
Cameron Hiihlenders. Their barracks,
where hottour is measured as largely es
dmms. eventually beceme the beckdmp
for Tunes of Giay. mter his National
Service stint, Kennaway took up an
editing position at Langman’s, where he
wa allowed time off to ply his pen.

’

Papem records the upsurges and
downward spirals of James and Susan
Kennaway’s marriage, their success and
estrangement, the ‘wrenching permutations of adultery that were fictionally
facelifted in Some Go~eeus Acddenl.
Susan Kennaway presents her own and
ha husband’s lives in a scrupulously
honest document without stooping to
widow’s spite or appealing vicariously to
the heart-battered masses.
Much of the material presented in 7hc
Kennowav Fwws. as well as nomemos
typesuipis oi no&s and screehplays.
has been deposited in the archives of the
National Library of Scotland la Edinburgh. In one boa are various slenopads and notebooks containing outlhxs,
Ideas, doodlings, personal memos,
namelessThone numbers. In another are
carbon cppies of fines of Glory (originally entitled The Gun-Carriage) and a
1960shooting script. Early in the novel,
just after Barrow has made his fust
appearance, there is an awkward silent
and then,
“You know, Jock; I once had a woman
under water.”

Propitious luck attended Kenoaway’s
lirst novel. Published before its author
was 30, Tunes of C?kxywas made ii110a
fJm starring Alec Goinness, John Mills,
and a shawl-clutchinp susannab York.
Kennaway received an Oscar nomination for his screenplay, which led to a
well-padded invitation to Hollywood,
which had only compounded its absurdities since the days of The Loved One.
In a letter to his wife. who has recorded
his initial reaction to the Mecca of celloloid in The Kennawqy Papets, Kennaway wote of a
Hdl beyondalI description,money. fast

mvay

roads v;ith bitchesin big box cars (not
0”~ ol which, may I add. have I even
spokento. I’ve neverfelt sosevlersanyrherc]. The fezdingis grossto a degree,
rhcre is lfjs str&ht vulgarity than I’d
anticipated. more kind of limbo-like
Hampswad garden suburb life and
cverywhcreis mila and miks to the next
place. There’s a wy grept “relax kid”
cwd rhtch surprises. I’m the most
tensed up boy in the business.“You
don’t have to give me tODW kid; you
wmna wim Jim?”
He vzould retor” to Hollywood briefly,
but only out of the best of mercenary

Jock bardty seemedto be lirte”ing.
“Aye, man? Was it sak or fresh?”
Charlie sat YD. He looked rather

motives: to gamer capital for family,
travel. and the continuation of his craft.
Tuner of Glow is essentislly a power
sttu&
betvzen the acting Commanding Officer. Jock Siiair (tough.
v~hisl;y-from-th~v~omb, Scots-witboutsaying), and his in-coming replacement,
Basil Barrow (fastidious, a brandy and
soda man. fresh-from-Oxford). Both
conrenders have been ground through
the mill - Jock via Barlie
Gael
(Glasgor’s thupacademy) and Barrow
(he’s never. for obvious reasons, called
Basil) in a Jap POW camp. In the
fitness-twole conflllt, both exhibit contrary weaknesses: Jock’s natural authority is undermined by his whiskybolstered pride whilst Barrow’s artificial
rigidity allmates him from his newly
acquired battalion. Kennaway is artful
enoogh to shift the balance either way
without letting the reader assume that
emotional exigencies will outweigh
bureaucratic necessities.
Kemtaway died just before Christmas
195: while driving from London to
Gloucestershire after a meeting with

d&d.
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“pleh.” he said. “AU flesh.” But
Jock did not smile.

Editorializing may be seen at its most
English hem: pencilled beside “I once
had a wman under water” on one of
the carbon copies is the comment “L&t
this a physical impossibility?” and presumably Kenoaway’s - vermilion
rebuttal, “Nol!!” Then there is a qoibble on “Flesh”: “Presumably meant to
be Ifreph’? Under the fictional circumstances, Jock is understandably
distracted by the thought and appearance of the man who is going to take
over his command, but he still keeps his
humour. Charlie, .who has been payins
sly visits to Jock’s erstwhile la&., feebt
attempts to stir up some camaraden
with a little chauvinistic word-play and
fails. Which shows how humourlers
editors once were. Further fsrtkllow
ness is apparent in such emendations as
“bottom” in place of “bum.” Ken“away stood fast by his draft.
Awlward in spots as most fust novels
are - Barrow’s background might have
been more filled in; Jock’s daoght&
Morag, doesn’t have much of a part to
play; the‘caricature3 are often too
clumped together to be distinguishable
- Tunes of Glory flows as smoothly as
S&land’s finest produce. Kennaway
had an ideal blend of confident straightforwardness of narrative and pareddown lyricism. It is OUTLoss that his
talents were not allowed to reach fidl

Peter O’Toolc. It was assumed that he’d
had a heart attack at the wheel; his
sportrsar - a 40th birthday present to
hiisclf - went across the central reservation into oncomiog traffic. The Ken-
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Putzi, I Low Ydu, You Little Square,
by John Mo~lyn, Coach House Press. 96
pages, S&SOpaper (ISBN 0 88910234 1).
A vzc13Lwwias an experimental drug
and becomes pregnant with a fetus that
speaks in a loud voice fmm the womb.
The “unborn pmdii
(named Put@
has an impressive vocabulary, a kncwled8e of science and literature, and a
habit of interrupting his elders to give
opinions. No, this novella is not an
advenisement for the right-to-life movement; it is an opportunity for John
Marlyn to speak hh mind about modem
society.
Marlyn, 70, was born in Hungary,
raised in Winnipeg. and has lived in Ot-
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tawa since 1948. He gained recognition
for his first novel. Under the Ribs fl
Decrrh (1957). the story of a young
Hungarian who tries to assimilate and
make good but has success snatched
away by the Depression, and is currently
“polishing” another immigrant novel,
one with a contemporary theme - it
describes a famwoman’s stmggIe to
acquire diiity and freedom by overcoming old-world mles and mores. An
excerpt, “Good for you, MIX.Felduh.”
published in The Dalhousk Review
(Winter 1980-81). suggests Marlyn’s
power to universalize the hnmjgmnt
experience has grown rather than
diminished.
The strength of these writings is their
ability to amuse our emotions. Marlyn
agrees that P&i differs from his usual
work; originally conceived as a play, it is
a “comedy of ideas” that appeals to the
mind rather than the feelings. As with
the works of Aldow Huxley and Bernard Shaw (Brew New World and Back
m Medwselah both influenced Marlyn),
the success of Purri depends tdtimately
on how much w understand and sympathize with the author’s viewpoint.
Marlyn combines a philosophjcal conservatism with a deep interest in
psychology. Putzi is called a “little
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squate” hy Ellen. his mother, for wanting to put order into her life. He wants
her to many Julian. a nice normal doctor and a father Fit for emulation. But
Bllen is incapable of a healthy relationship with a man because she feels she
was rejected hy her father when her
younger brother was born. She vacillates
madly between two other suitors: infantile Marty, who panders to her; and
selfish, domineering Alvin, who intimidates her intellectually. Putzi
threatens not to be born if she marries
either of these “intellectual acorns.”
They reciprocate by calling the fetus
named such as “little wart ”
Marlyn believes Ellen is typical of
many liberated women who seek either
stronger or weaker men and are dissatisfied with both. He believes that with the
decline of the traditional image of the
strong trustworthy father, daughters
have been denied a necessary model for
healthy relations with men.
Marty and Alvin represent the postwar generation (people now in their 30s)
who Marlyn believes do not have the
- stamina to stick to their ideals. Alvin,
for example, is a ’60s radical who
harangues his working mother fordoing
nothing about war, yet complains when
his dinner is late. Getting ahead is now
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his chief concern, and his mother’s
embarrassing accent is his malo mm-

baby boom&s are the vie&s of a mass
OEdiposcomplex. Spoiled, they managed
to suppkmt their fathers as the object of
their mothers’ love, and psychologically
haz no need to acmmplish soy more.
Marlyn has little faith ln the current
gmeratlon and looks fomwd to our
children, Eperented by Putzi. In the
“little square” he has created aa
unabashed. undeluded idealist. Putd
foretells a time when our children, sn
evolutionuy rung higher, will reproach
us for faintheartedness. Disillusioned as
v:e may bs, Putzi hemlds a new genaation vhose hope and vigour are undiminished. “The world’s on tire,” he says,
“SO I want to be a fueman.” 0.
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assesstnettt
of a gunlighter. At its
best. Quan~rill reads like a thinking person’s western. There are lively if familiar
six-gun duels. fist fights, narrow
escapes, and a suggestion of kisses
blown from saddle to saddle all described by a writer who at least owns an
eye for whal worked well for
HOUp/OOd.

AL its worst,

Goede’s novel nfakes you
suspect that the author has lenened his
hero’s greatness or baleNness by tryiw
to make just another disturbed young
mao of him. Goede’s Quantrlll often has
more in common with a late Z&hcentury creative witlng instructor than
with a man who effectively terrorized
the American Midwest, the enemy
soldiers, and his own military superiors.
Though he lessens Quantrlll’s impressiveness, Go&
doeh tackle some
weighty philosophical problems. Marlon
Brando, in Apomlyp~? Now, delivers a
snllloquy that shharrrsome of the more
cerebral concerns of Quanrrill. Is there
and morals to
of warriors at work? War is disgostiog business
after all. Each side attempts to bring the
cnnfllct to as self-serving, quick, and
inmpenslve ao end as possible. If ao act
pm&
to accomplish those ends,
should it be avoided simply because it is

abhorrent to civilized seosibilitier?
In ao inlervlew with Prcsldcnt Davis
early in this novel and the war, Goede’s
Qoantrill sounds sore of himself and of
his methods; he declares that he will continue Lo fight as he had,
Livingclose to the earth and under it if
we can find P passageway. Breaking all
the rules of war because by the rules tke
Northern armies are surely
going to win.
It is a changed and slightly manic
Quantrlll in this novel who confesses to
his wife aftez the raid on Lawrence,
Kansas, “I knew I had made a mistake.
but It was too late. Not that, Kate, not in
going. I had to go. It was an evil city,
there were ev$ men living in it, it e a
city of loot, warehouses, bans, houses
stocked with planters’ goods, pianos,
beds, tables, silverware. They had it
coming to them.” Gocde suggests signlficance by the banality of that list. He
often suggests when it would be mom
effective for him to swear. He is a
creator
of fEdon after all; no one
expects him to be an objective historian.
His subject demands a more dating
approach. *
William Goede’s hem dreams of leaving the war for a life of peace in British
Colombia. The novel’s back cover mentions a rwnoor that claims Quantrill

The Wealth of Canada’sMusical Talent Documented
in a FantasticBilingual Publication.
Quoolrill, by William Goede, Quadrant Editions. 246 pages, $7.95 paper
(ISBN 0 C6495013 6).
KIT DALTON.who mde with the Confederate cwahy captain William Clarke
Quantrill during the American Civil
V?ar, penned a quaint memoir entitled
Under Ihe BIadcFhg. In his hymn to his
hero he declares that if Quantrlll (or
Quantrell as Dalton spells ii) had died
during the days coveted by Greek
mythology he would have been turned
into a mnstellation and “could march
ulumphant through the heavens and
vice the scenes his genius had immortolied.” Others prefer to dwell on the
150 to 200 cltlzms. men tid orobablv
romm and child&, that l& bani
massacred in the abolitionist stmn&okl
of Lawrence. Kansas.
Perhaps history can? deckle whether
Quantrlll was a hero or a butcher, but
British Colombia novelist William
Cioedc invites our sympathy for his
fictionalized wardor. Goede doesn’r
zeem to have been able to decide whether
he ranted to wile a duster or an intel-
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escaped to Vancouver Island where he
was murdered. If there is anything
historians seem to agree on about Quanwill it is that he died of wounds while in
a Louisville. Kentucky, prison on June
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ested in Quantrill, he might coasidagiv‘ing the gunfighter a chance to reach
B.C. and middle age and a more convincing arsess”lent of hh own feats or
depredations. cl

6, 1865. I wish Quanlrill had made it to
British Columbia. A” &king. and
original novel could be created around
the murder of a Confederate officer on
Vancouver Island. If Go& is still inter-

~FEATUREREVIEW

In true wh&nit style, modern research
and a Swedish dentist’s Ob8e88iOIIcombine to solve
the mystery of Napoleon’s death in exile

By HO WARD ENGEL

Tbc Murder of Napoleon, by Ben
Weider and David Hapgood, Methuen,
266 pages, $17.95 cloth’(ISBN 0 458
95490x).
ASFARAS1 know. this is the third book
Napoleon I. It’s a curious hiioric
sideliihhr made more curious when a
quick review reveals that all three books
have interlocking authorship. as conglo”xrates have interlocking boards of
directors. The first, Who Killed
NopOeo”? (1962) was by Dr. Sten Forshufiud, a dentist from Gilteborg,
Sweden, with a consuming intexst in
toslcology and Napoleon. He coauthored Ammimtion at St. Helena
(1978) with a Canadian, Ben Weider,
another serious Bonaparte buff.
Weider’s name appears on the title page
of the present volume, The Mwder qf
rvapOeon, along with that ‘of David
Hapcood, a” Amerieao journalls~ and
editor. A poswxipt just before rhe index
informs the reader that Dr. Forshufvud
cooperated wkh the authors in the
wki”g of The Murder qfNafmleon. In
fact, he is its hero.
A careful study of these three titles
will alert the reader to the obsessional
nature of these books. But it is obsession
in its most benig” and agreeable form.
For 27 years, Dr. Forshufvud has been
drive” to tell the world that Napoleon
Bonaparte did not dll of cancer of the
stomach on that God-forsaken rock in
the South Atlantic on May 5. 1821, but
c’as poisoned miliidly, feloniously. and
cith malice aforethought. Somehow, a
world corrupted by the horror of the 161
years since Napoleon’s death has not
respondedloudly to thenews. But’that is
mom a commentary on our times than
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on the tireless work of the ma” from
GGteborg.
The Murder qfNapol& &ds like a
thriller in the English style. Instead of
Sir Henry Gartling-ffolkes being killed
in his library at remote Farington Manor
durina a weekend shootine “arty of old
friend; and enemies, -tl& greatest
political figure of the 19th cmtury, the
gxatest military conqueror since Alexander the Great, at the age of 51, was
slowly murdered by a nmnber of that
clutch of foreigners on the &land fortress of St. Helena. A good English cosy
usually involves a closed community of
suspects isolated fmm the outside world
by a storm, the moors, the impassable
roads or all three. At St. Helena,
Napoleon was likewise surrounded by a
finite “umber of suspects, many with a
motive, and some with access. In a
Christie, AIlingham, or Marsh we would
be content to listen to what the author
told us was goins 0” inside the suspects’
heads. The narrative voice acts as stage
manager moving things along toward the
big revelation at the end. After
Napoleon’s death, most of the suspects
wrote down &rytbing they remembered
about the period. Even casual visitors
recorded their impressions of the caged
eagle. If you can imagine an Agatha
Christie ln which all of the characters
left diaries and memoirs telling what soand-so said in the shrubbery, and how
the Emperor took it, you will have some
idea of the magnitude ?f the complex
historical record of the final phase of
Napoleon’s career. Once that is understood, then the sire of the historical
delective work Dr. Forshufvud undertook can be grasped.
The Girteborg dentist’s life was
changed when he fast read the memoir
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of Napoleon’s valet, Louis Marchand,
which was published as recntly as 1955.
Mar&and-had been closest to Nape
lean, and his descriptions of Napoleon’s
symptoms and tmat”w”t amused Forshufvud’s suspicions. What Fxshufwd
saw enx@g was a classic case of
arsenic poisoning. In fact, it seemed
the element once popularly known as
. “inheritance powder.” A ce.nhwybefore

Napoleon’s birth, the Mawdse Marie
Madeleine de Brbwilliers used’arsenic to
do in most of her blood relations. She
was a dedicated and scientific kii who
tried out her potions o” patients In
hospital to make sure they were exactly
right for ha tither and two brothers. If
her accomplice had not left incriminating papers b&ii him after he
perished, perhaps testing a new cornbinatlon, Marie Madeleine nxighr “ever
have been discovered and executed. I”
Marchand’s account of Napolcoa in
exile, Dr. Forshofwd recognbzd 22 of
the 30 recognized symptoms of arsenic
Ointoxication.
Sine. it was unlikely that the Finch
government wolild open the red porphyry tomb under the dome of the H&l
da Invalldes to let him inspect the
imperial corpse inside its six &ffi”s to
pro* his theory, the doctor required a
sample of the Emperor’s hair. This had
been removed and divided up into
souvenir locks after his death; ir o”ly
remained to locale one such source and
beg a halt or two. When the t.%ested
sari++
pie showed 13 times more arsenic than is
normally present in a human body, Forshufwd felt he was on the right track.
Dr. Hamilton Smith of the deoartment
of forensic medicine at the L&&y
of
Glasgow had tested the hair with a
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nucla-bombardment technique he had
developed without knowing who had
grown and worn the hair. Let into the
secret at last, after the resulls were
Imown. he published an accoutu of his
analysis in Nahwe, the respected British
scientific journal. This was the first
announcement that Napoleon had hem
murdered. In that same year, 1962, Dr.
Forshufwd’s first book appeared Gth
an IS40 sketch of the well-preserved.
anembalmed body of Napoleon on the
cover. This caused a minor sensation
and resulted in both Forshufvud and
Smith bdng bombarded with certified
samples of the imperial hair. From
these, with more sensitive testing of the
hairs a millimetre at a time, it was possible to tracs with some accuracy the
was not only that Napoleon wan
murdered. but that he had been receiving regular amounts of arsenic fmm the
be$mdy of his captivity omll the end.
Further, he found that this chronic
poisoning was aided from rime to time
by paiods of acute poisoning, which
shovxd Alpine peaks on the grsph:of
arsenic levels: “. . . if the hair were
shaved at the root, on a known date [Dr.
Smith’s] nw sectional analysis could
date a dosage of arsenic with great
accuracy, indeed almost to the
day. . . . ” Fmm such samples it was
determined that the poisoner was some
one rho wnained on the island from
the beghml~ until the end. That
eliminated several suspwts.
In cases of arsenic polsonlng in the
classic style, such as in the de Brbwllllws
case, the ending is arranged so that
arsenic is not the immediate cause of
death, and is seldom detected in an
autopsy. The trick is to finish the job
with antimony salts and cyanide.. On his
deathbed, Napoleon was given tartar
emetic, high in antimony, orgeat. a
drink to which cyanide conmining bitter
ohnonds had been added. and calomel. a
render-drug of the day, but in the
presence of the other ingredients.
deadly.
I once described Napoleon’s symp
toms to Agatha Christie, who remarked
that tltey argued a cautionary tale about
the use of pur@iws. I bad mitten to
her after reading ForshutXwd’s fnst
book. trying to get her interested in
doing a radio program
about
Napoleon’s death. As it happened,
neither she nor the CBC was interested.
Later, in Napoleon’s bicentennial year, I
managed to get interviews recorded with
most of the prlnclpals lncludlng Dr. Forshufwd and Dr. Smith. The recordings
Judith Walle sent me from Eumpe were
distorted by some recent criticism
Iwelled at the Napoleon sleuths. Instead
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of telling the story, they defended
themselves. I did manage to get’s good
item fmm the material, but it wasn’t the
breakthmwh I’d hoped for. Indeed they
failed to embody their own excitement in
the story.
Judging by the first two Napoleon
books, Forshufwd and Welder needed
tbe wrltlng,skill finally provided by coauthor Hapgood. In The Murder qf
Napoleon the cast of chamcters, which
is huge, never gets out of haad. Here we
have a blow-by-blow amount of the
Emperor’s life atIer he met his Waterloo
until hi first burial. Interlaced are
chapters deal@ ~11ththe progress of Dr.
Forshufvud’s
detective
work.
Sometimes you feel led by the hand
through the rooms at Longwobd, the
Emperor’s last home: sometimes the
book feels padded, as though the
number of relevant known facts could
be written on the back of an envelope;
sometimes the technique of beginning a
chapter by jumping into the middle and
then retreatling to the start makes ypu
want to reach for the tartar emetic, but
in the main the witting serves the inteation well enough. It is an exciting read.
and very cathartic as the revealed killer is
such a nasty piece of work.
The authors’ relentless const~ction
does admit some surprises along the
way, to say nothing of red herrings. For
instance, Napoleon hbnself thought tbat
he was being poisoned and insisted upon
an autopsy. Bat he suspected the English
governor of the island, Sir Hudson
Low, one of the dimmer bulbs in the
Brltlsh colonial service in,an age not
distinguished
for high wattages.
Napoleon’s last campaigns were fought
ag&t this suspicious tyrant, who fretted over delivering a gift marked Vith
been ikucted th& his prisoner was to
.be addressed simply as General
Buonaparte. Whenevn Napoleon complained about his stomach or lddneys,
the governor saw red, because such tmuble could be traced to the unhcaltby
climate. His ikesacs were considered
“diplomatic.” When two naval doaors
suggested that his complaints were wellfounded, they were dismissed fmm the
SetTiCS.

Fordhufvud first approached the
French historians in the early 1960sahd
was welcom&d enthusiastically. But
when they had time to reflect that the
killer might prove to be a Frenchman,
they set up a barrlet to any furtber help
fmm’that quarter.
Another auious thing: one night
Napolebn found the wife of one of bls
officers deeply immersed in a biography
of that famous poisoner Marie
Madeleine de BrlnvilIlem. Strange that
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that book should have found its way to
Longwood. Perhaps it was a gift from
the Count B&t&,
the brother of
beheaded Louis XVI and the reigning
Louis SW”. to the murderer.
In a book about the assassination of
Lincol”. the president h%rdlyappears as
a character. His gxatness aslde, he is a
tall inert figure carried from the theatre
across the street where he dies without
regaining consciousness. In the murder
of Napokon, the Emperor is never fat
fmm the ccntre of the action. He is
ittvolr~edin his death and eve” beyond it,
since it via at his own insistence that a
detailed post-“mortemwas conducted. It
is interesting to cotnpaxe the fwre in the

Abel Ciance film with the imprisoned
and doomed personage on view here. He
dominates his people with a barrage of
questions whenever there ls a scrap of
news or gossip. He sees through the
petty squabbles of his staff attd pinches
the eaes of his associates playfully. He
banters and plays practical jokes on
Betsy Balcombe, the. lively teenager cast
up on the same inhospitable shore, and
shares with her his store of licotice. The
eagle with his wings klipped was still selfdeluding both about his wife, MarieLouise, and about his future. But you
get the feelhtg that in captivity he
regained romething of the c~tnm~n
touch that may have got lost in the

endless corridors at the Tulleties. It ls
not without some justice that the British
command.=xs feared- that their own
tmups might be won over by this
charismatic Corsicatt.
There is out there somewhere an
audience ready to believe that Bacon
wrote Shakespeam., that Marlowe wrote
Bacon, that Richard ttt was a saint with a
bad press, that Joan of Arr: was a man,
that Sherlock Hohws’s Watson was a
woman, that Zapata is in the hills, that
Jesus is a mushmom, that Gretzky is
twins, and that Napoleon was murdered.
Well. it now appears that he ww
murdered. Shall we have another look at
the tomb in Stratford-on-Avon? 0
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FEATURE REVIEW

Roderick Haig-Brown’s posthumous essays make
illuminating reading, if only because they fall outsidk
the realm of the books he wrote duriG-zhis life
By GEORGE WOODCOCK-

Willng~ ““d Reflectl&ts, by Rdderlck
Halg-Brown. edited by Valerie Ha@
Browt, McClelland & Stewart, 222
pages, $16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 3766
?;).

THE UNPL’BUSHED
or uncollected remnants of a writer’s work arz almost as
much a problem to his posthumous
editors as his juvenilia. If he has been
succe~sfitlin his lifetime, the chances are
that some at least of hls remains perhaps most of them - v:iU be items
about whiih he himself has harboured
doubts. And here arises a conflict
between the scholarly desire for cotnpleteness and the aesthetic desire for
excellence. If the writer is important, the
warts-and-all approach is probably
neccrsary; the penalty is that the
volumes of remains are likely to be less
intetisting and less inspiring than the
books over whose publlltlatt the writer
presided in his lifetime.
Wridngs and Rejlecdons is the last

volume of a trilogy, collectively e&led

From :fhe Wodd of Roderick HaigBrown. which gathers together the

uncollected and sometimes unpublished
vorks of the British Columbia”
naturalist and writer; like the other
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vohtmes, it ls edited by his daughter.
Vale& In the case of Haig-Brown the
situation is complicated by the fact that
in the last years of his life, from the
publication of ~hernran’s Fall in 1964
until his death in 1976, he wrote and
published very Littleand tended to concentrate on the other and more public
aspe$ts of his many-sided life. It WBS
almost as if he believed he had said
wwthlng that needed to be said in
writing.

Yet a mass of uncoUected essays and
soeeches and other fragments remained
ai his death, aud now in these three
tilumes they are offered to the many
readers who saw Halg-Brown as one of
the heat Canadian prose writers. I admit
to disappointment at the fiat two
volumes of the trilogy: Woods and River
Tales and The &fasler and H& F&h.
They covered roughly the same area of
experience and observation as hi
notable earlier books like Mclrnre of the
Year and I+kherman’s Spring, and in
many cases it was cleat that these were
the weaker pieces that occur in every
writer’s career, works that Halg-Brown
either did not intend to wllea or could
not tit into any volume he published. I
put the books down with the feeling that
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the only thing they teally told me about
Hait-Brown was that Uke all of us he
had moments when the muse was sleepy;
but that, as a fellow titer, I already
knew must be the case.
Writings wid Rqffecfions is a different
and much more interesting book, for it
contains good occasional essays that
were uncollected mainly because their
subjects fell outside the areas of the
books Haig-Brown published in his life.
In some of than he discusses specific
writers, and these essays are interesting
because IIs&Brown has chosen subjects
close to his heart, and in writing about
Isaak Walton and Thomas Hardy (who
came from his family’s county of
Dow%) and his author father Alan
Roderick Hal&Brown, he reveals a good
deal about his ownorigins in the English
countryside and the way those early
expetlettces opened his perceptions so
that he became in the end so excellent an
observer of western Canadian landscapes and theit wiId inhabitants.
In other essays, Haig-Bmwu talked ltt
more general terms about the writer and
his pmblents. For one - “The Writer in
Isolation” - I have a special affection,
since Rod wrote it for me to publish in
the first number of Canadian Z.itemIum
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ln 1959. In it he talked of himself as an
example of “the writer who. by a&dent
or design, has placed hhnself and done
his work largely beyond the reach of
intellectual groups or associations.”
That. of course, is the situation of many
writers in a country so large and so
rcgionalized as Canada, but, as HslgBrowt points out, the idea that such
writers sre isolated is hugely illusory,
since they are linked by past encoutuers,
by reading, by common strains of
thought. v.ith the broader world of
literature. h,Ioreover, as he also suggests.
once a writer has formed his style and
has decided on hi general direction,
there are positive perils to too close an
involvement in literary chcles.
I 3111
fesrful of too much dose an?JysIs
of style and purpwe. becauseI fear it
may derw both. And I believe too
much tall: bafore audiences, hcweva
small and s&a.
wastes a witer’s
substance.

long refused to take part
in Canada Council-sponsored reading
and talking tours, I would say a loud
Amal Ha&Brown knew that so far as
the creative side of his life was eoncemed, a wit&s role ls to write and
nothhtg else.
This of course did not mean that
Haig-Bmvm lived in any kind of ivory
tower. So fat m his community and his
bclowd region of Pacitic Canada wete
conczmed. he vw the reverse of the
reclusive witer. He went off willingly to
the Second World War in 1939, and eloTo that, having

&n at ihe time, “If Armageddon*~On.”
He 5x3s for many years the lay
magistrate of the small Vancouva
Island town of Campbell River, md his
experience became the subject of an
lntwestbtg piece on “The Lay Mind in
Lax” He had much to say about integrated edtaxtion; there are three pieces
on the subject in this collection. And
from I9S9 to I972 he served 89
chancellor of the University of Victoria.
Another group of five pierrs - among
the best in the volume - cluster around
the conservation of nanual resowea. It
was n result of his consetvatIonism that
Ha&Brown worked on the Intema-

1970 to his death.

Ha&Brown felt deeply the need to
serve his fellows. This made him a good
Canadian but also a passionate
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region&t and an internationalist, a
combination of attitudea that precluded
any kind of narrow nationalism. Indeed.
there was nothing narrow in any w&
about Ha&Brown. His Chtistlan convictions ax evident, but he never talks
obsessively about them. He regarded it
as his privilege to criticize all political
partics as they manifested their beliefs in
practice, and in one of his essays (“An
Outslda Looks at Education;” 1950)
there emerges a highly radical statement
that ironically reminds me of one of our
conversations long ago:
It ls my conviction that all government is evil. It may be a necessaryevil.
or the evil msy be materiallylimited,
but gwmment remainsevil becauseit
is the, delegation or assumption of
powers ova individual cttizens by a
group, however small. It can be bent
vobznt, even mnstructive or creative,
but the inherentevilstill mnalnr. It b a
reductionof the individualfor the sake
of the ma%
Now that strikes me as a fair detiiiLion of the attitude general4 known as
philosophic anarchism, but Rod would
never have actual4 called himself an
anarchiit, for a reason he made clear to
me at a dramatic moment in my own
life. In 1956 Rod wav a member of the
committee searching for an editor to
prepare the anthology calebrating the
centenary of British Columbia in 1958.
Rod wanted me to be the editor, since he
felt I had the wide literary experience
combined with regional interests that
seemed to hi necessary. But I had just
been denied a Gisato teach in the United
States because of my anarchist past; tlds
got to the ears of the search committee,
and the more timid members felt it
would create a scandal in there Cold
War days if I were selected; so Rod was
overtuled and a safe, dull academic was
chosen in my place. “Why did you ever
give yourself a label?” Rod said to me
afterwards. “Philoaaphically I agree
with almost everything you stand for,
hut because 1 never identify myself Keith
a movement, 1 am free to say v.+mtI like
without the kind of troubles you bring
on yourself by car&g a tag.” And he
was tight from his own viewpoint as a
writer, but not necessarily from mine,
shtce I have always operated within a
ohilosoohical oerimetet that needs
be!initi&.
_
Cettabdv. if there is a common strain
to the es&ys %n so many subjects
gathered in Wridngs and RQ7ecdonr. it
k that of a mind freely operating.
Sometimes what Haig-Brown says is
obvious; sometimes it has that bland
sententiousness to which all essayists are
occwiond4 t&ted;
but it ii always
honest. and bt character, and usually
illuodnating. 0
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Icalondic Selffen In America, by Elva
Simundsson. illustrated bv Nelson

Germd,

c&mm

House.

is8 pages,

$10.95 cloth IISBN 0 919866 55 7l and
Z6.95 paper (iSBN 0 919866 56 5):
The Vlbings nttd Their Pradecesson.
by 1:nt.s Gordon and Robert McGhaa,
National Museums of Canada, llbtswed, 66 pages, $9.95 paper (ISBN 0
660 10751 I).
The Icelanders, edited by David
Arttwnt and Michael Olito, Turnstone
Press, illustrated, 129 pages, $14.95
paper (ISBN 0 88810 050 6).
W_L

KREJJANSON in his

book The

Icekwiic People in Matdtoba saysthat
(he Ic&ndic immigrants to Canada ware

a pcaple unfamiliar with grain-farming.
industriallife. mining.and lumbering.
They were not accustomed TV
mxhinery, for their hsqlngimplements
airc a scythe and a hand-rake. They
v.xrv unused to war, and military life,
kr there was not a soldierin the land;
unused to regimentadoa of any kind,
for ss late as the tinal decade of the
twnticth century there wss only one
policemanin the country.

Add to this that these immigrants were
poverty-stricken, driven out of Iceland

_._.. ____._.__.

v&anic erupiion and.you h&e a &pa
for disaster. That any survived is commendable; that any prospared is a
miracle.
As desperate as these people ware,
they were different from most other
immigrant groups in their widespread
literacy. Although they were without
money - and that meadt travailing on
boats previously used for cattle, without
proper food or sanitation - they carried
books acmss the ocean, then overIand
from Nova Scotia to Ontario, then to
Lake Winnipeg. In the face of scurvy,
smallpox, and endless deaths, they
rafused to give up their personal
libraries. During their first winter in
New Iceland, they circulated a bandwitten paper. In 1816 there was a dreadful
smallpox epidemic. but awn then plans
wars made for the establishment of a
publishing fin. Shares were sold to the
colonists and the tint issue of the paper
Fmm#iui was published in 1877. So great

was the interest in wiring and rsading
that eventually they produced 41
volumes of poetry - including Stephan
S~hansson’s
Andvokur (N@ht
Watch@ in six volumes- 22 volumes

0.

of fiction, and a saemlngly endless
stream of non-fiction.
Icelandic Setrlersin Am&x follows
in this prose tradition. It is a summary

avents in the his&-of
the tiestem
Icelanders. Like its predecessors, it emphasii events, and where it does refer
directly to people, it deals with them in
an objective third person. The unfortunate tiwtlt is that these individuals
newer come alive. Many of the incidents
described are quite dramatic, but thay
are robbed of their drama by b&g

Women of all ages and backgrounds am tanlalized ly the sexuality,anger. and terror found
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madwoman in the altic to the heroinesof todays
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rendered impersonal. For example, the
following information is visually staggering but it is recorded with the sama
intensity as a list of dates of immigratiLla:
Early in August the expeditionstarted
off. There were thirty &t&en in the
;I:
ann;hose who were bii cnowh
. . . . Chddren around age
five or six tired easily.but if they lagged
behind they were driven with a whip.
If IcelandicSettkn in Ameritx suffers
from trying to cover far too much, The

Vikingsand Their Predccesws succeeds

admirably in meeting its narrow goal. IL
ir not really a book but a catalogue for a
tmtseum show of the same name. Yet,
avan if one has not had the chance ta see
the show, the catalogue is worth
reading.
It provides a quick history, then
places the age of the Vikings within tbat
Eontext. The major part of the narrative
is taken up with dswiptions of Viking
life. Emphasia,is placed on craft, art,
and culture. The purpose of the exhibition war to countamct the dreadful
distottions of Viking life craatsd by the
popular press and Hollywood. (Viking
did not wear helmets adomad with cow’s
horns, damn it.) W:th a dear text and
mdatt
illustration, the book makes
clear the Viking contribution to a whole
snay of the arts indudbtg clo&onnt?.
tillgree, lind gilding. Unfortunately,
neither the exhibit nor this catalogue is
going to have much luck in ovatwming
the effects of late-night reruns with Kirk
Douglas running about in fake fun.
The Icelmtders, a tape recorder,
archival picture book with commentary
by David Amason, has any number of
limitations, but it does a particular task

-
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so well that they arc of little importance.
Amason clearly rccognizcs these limitations in the preface when he states,
“This is not a history. It is a journey

into memory and myth, a collage of
photos, rcmembranccs, poems, state
ments and fragments.”
The Ic&mders

falls completely out-

side the written tradition in the
Icelandic-Canadian community. The
tradition is that pain and suffering, no
matter how great, should not be me”doned. A hero would be, for example,
somconc vcho not only walks on it, but
rho. when the boil bursts, does not
flinch nor hesitate. (And you thought
the Chinese were inscrutable. If the
Icelanders had only known Kung RI.
they too would have a TV series in which
they carried around red-hot hibachis to
brand their arms.)
This tradition has its roots in a cow+
try rhere instead of Santa Claus coming
at Christmas, elves arrive, not to bring
gifts, but to steal. In Canada, when the
tiny community found itself isolated in
an impossibly large land, where, in Kinmount, every child under the age of two
died. and where noting could be done
to prevent the ongoing tragedy, there
could not help but be pain, fear, and
anger. With those feelings widespread,
virtue became the ability to keep going
and, since any breakdown by one
member was likely to paralyze the eommuniry by releasing pent-up emotion,
there WBSan unspoken conspiracy to
remain silent. The reward for this silence
was sur&d. The cost was a denial of
each individual’s humanity. It led, cvcntuauy. when carried forward even
though times had changed, to a creative
aridity. Poetry became form without
contenL Fiction dealt with surface. Nonfiction concentrated on facts. There was
a denial of the powerfully dramatic
material that infused the daily lives of
the people.
The Iczlmdeers is a first attempt ct
acknowledging the dignity and heroism
of ordinaw people within the Icelandic

community; it nukes that attempt in the
face of a long and stern tradition. The
first-person anecdotes may not be
history but they are human, and without
huma”@ history is mcaninglcss. One
v~oma” rccO”“ts:
hlorl biller of all, for me. it was to see
my lildc Gudrunsuffering intensely and
ta be unable tc ease hs suffcrinp. She
kept nothing down. There was little
mill: to be had and what ticrc was. was
not good. . . . She died at ten o’clock
IfrrrSwasa/w nineduyslin the evening

of Saturday,fk eighteenthof October.
Jon lvarson madethe coffin.
The IceIanders would be a better book
for having a deeper and wider range of
amubtes

-

enough, at least, for the

poetry and the conunul~ written spcclflcally for the book. Neither has tbe
poww of judiciously chosen first-person
accounts.
In a larger sense, The Icelanders and
other books like it have an important
part to play in Canadian society. Ethnic
groups outside the WaspFrench tradition have bee” denied a place in Canadian history. Their accomplishment,
their triumphs arid tragedies, have been .
Ignored. All three of these books will
help LOrectify that. 0

By GAIL PEARCE

Pc”llne: A Biography of Pauline
Johnson, by Betty Keller, Douglas &
McIntyre, illustrated, 317 pages, $19.93
cloth (ISBN 0 88894 322 9).
IN 1861 THE you~oasr of Emily and
George Johnson’s four children was

born and christened Emily after her
mother, Pauline after the sister of the
Empcmr Napoleon. This was success at
lasl for George. who had vied in vain to
name his oldest. children Napoleon
Bonaparte and Josephine. The exploits
of Pauline’s ebullient, improbable
father, Mohawk chief and devoted
Christian, anglophile. and adulator of
Napoleon, provide some of the brightest

behavlour. Pauline’s health was poor
and her childhood restricti diiplays of
emotion and intimacy were discouraged
and topica of eonvcrsatio” strlctl~ ccnsorcd. However, she stmted composing
poems before she could write, read wide
ly, and paddled the canoe that figures so
prominently in her pwtry.
After Gcorge’Johnson’s death in 1884
Emily and her two daughters moved to
Brantford. Pauline began to publish
poetry in magazines, and in 1892she was
itwItcd to recite at a literary evening in
Toronto. As a schoolgirl she had discovered a talent for acting. but her fmily rcgardcd actors as dissolute. Public
recitals provided a more acceptable
outlet for ha abilities, and hw Toronto
performance marked the beginning of
a” extraordinarily successful 17~year
career that took her to England. the
States, and across Canada again and
again. She was billed as a” Indian and
delighted her audiencea with war
whoops and Indkm dress; for the poems
that weren’t about India” subjects she
put on evening dress and drawing-mom
charm. In 1909 she retired to Vaaeouw
and wrote short stoti and magazine
articlcs. mostly b&d on West kt
Indian legends. She died of breast cancer
i” 1913.
Most of these key facts ca” be learned
from the jacket blurb, which promises
the story of an unusual. intriguing
woman. Pauline undoubtedly was intrl-

guing a”d unusual, but anyone who in
not a dcvotce should have second
thoughts about rcadlng on. To be fair, it
is not the author’s fault that the personal
papers that could have given insight into
Pauline’s character wcrc destroyed by
her sister Eva after her death, or that a
life so interesting in outl& tums out to
be so boring in detail. It is ratha like

moments in an othcnvise dull and disao-

pointing book.
Betty Kcllcr raoidly lavs. to rest the
nwth bf Tckahi6”wakc.-virhtous and
innocent Indian princess and poetcss.
Pauline Johnson WBO
only partly Indian.
and borrow& her great-grandfather’s
name. She was aSscrtive, manipulative,
and charming, and spent more of her
time giving public reek& of ha poems
than writing them. Today her poetry is
deservedly ignored.

Emily Johnson was a” Bnglish
Quaker. George, who had some white
blood, was govcmmwlt intcrpretcr o”
the Grand River Rcscrvc In Ontario. The
family lived at Chiefswood, a” elegant
two-stow house o” the reserve but
scpamtex~fmm its life by tbc river and
by my’s obsession with “aristocratic”

mccti”g a ma” who says he has spent all
his life (raveRing, and then hearing
about a life of omunutbxg on the
Montreal-Toronto train. The stopping

min.

Betty Keller has reconstructed
Pauline’s iti”erarIes in pahut, aking
detail. It’s a aood “icce of dctcctivc
work. but the result IOa cataloguc - of
railway stops, hotels, recital programs,

who Pauline met where and who she

Inde;:

might have met. No amount of padding
can hide the repetitionand monotony of
17 years travelliig the same circuits, and
there aren’t even any “human-i”temst”
stories to leave” the dough. Pauline’s
pmitanical upbrh@g inhibited her relationships with men. There are hints of
one real Iwe affair. but they have bee”
deduced fmm suspicious silences rather
than fmm fact. Eva. detemdned to pmteet the myth, destroyedthe recordsof a
year with particularthomughness.
The book includes too much infomm-

yld You

enough about&e
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art&, &item, and
actors Pauline met on her travels.
Instead of a pointless anecdote about the
chii of a friend. it would have bee” “ice
to find more than a passing mention of
Borne-Jones, Jerome K. Jerome, or
Beerbohm Tree. Trivia an? exaggerated.
Did Paulbte wear her famous India”
coshlme for her fit recital, or grey silk,
or white silk? We are held in suspense
for a long paragraph, only to learn that
nobody knows.
Give” the limitations of the material,
what nmre could have been done with
this biography? Them am some interesting insights into the grueU”g mutinc
of professional recitalists: the hick
towns, the seedy hotels, trains delayed
for days by blizzards and washed-out
bridges, struggler to be heard against
mobs of cat-calling boys. However,
them could usefully have bee” a mom
thomugb analysis of the&e and entertainment in the late Victorian and
Edwardian ems. It would be easier to
appreciate Patine’s amazing popularity
if one knew mom about the fill mnge of
entertainment available, both light and
serious. and its position in social and
cultural life.
More social hi&torywould alro have
bee” helpful in relation to Pauline’s mixed heritage. One of the most btterestiog
aspects of ha character is the contlia
she herself desaibcd: “There me those
who think they pay me a comp&ment in
saying that Iam just like a white worna”.
My aim. my joy, my pride is to sing the
gIoria of my own people.” However,
she seenu to have had little to do with
her own people dutig her childhood.
How well could she in fact have co”mmnicated with the lndianr of the Grand
River Reserve? What kind of lives did
they lead? Dii they ever really accept her
tlamboya”tIy dressed, anglicized fatbul
How did they react to her detemdn@
India” public performances? All these
questions are left ““esplored.
The only really favowable thing that
can be said about pcruline is that it sets
the record straight on the facts of Pauline Johnson’s life. It +ht have bee”
better to leave us with-the myfh. 0

REVIEW

By ALl3ERTMORIlZ

Mirnmichi
Ligbtnlng: CoIIecte~
Poenu, by Alfred Bailey, Piddlehead
Poetry Books, 187 pages, 87.00 papa
(ISBN 0 86492 006 7).
The ‘Way Home, by. Elbabeth
Brewster, Oberon P&s, 104 pages,
$15.95 cloth (X3BN0 88750 427 2) and
$7.95 paper (IBBN 0 88750 428 0).

~~~ttw BAILEY’S Mimmkhi Lightning
Iwe&
him afresh as one of Canada’s
most aaxlmplished and rewarding poets.
Exceptionally varied in form and tone,
Bailey’s poems fmm graceful
lyricato difftit meditations, to flights
of brilliant fancy and word play. Every
page shows the rareand wonderful cornbin&ion of metiadoas workmanship
with unfailing invention. Bach poem is
different, perfectly adapted to its fuw
tion, whether this is hard intellectual
work or biting satire.
Bailey is the master of a style and
rhythm - or rather, seveml styles and
several rwms
- all his 0~11. He
impresses sometimes by a strenuous
honesty that knots his lbw, and soma
times by the generous but always accarate drive of the verse that bears his fm
hnages:
Bluek my sky Perer

Such a passage is itwigorating in tbe
way it moves deNy out of harbow into
the rolling level of Bailey’s sky-sea,
where the waves /sup just as the next last
line leaps. It is exhilarati”g I” its serious
fancy. a Shelleya” space journey in a”
enchanted boat to the regions of
humanity’s deepest fear and hope, the
sea beyond death where, “armed with _
no measure of tbe fathom’s track,/we
sink and die/and
rise again
unknown. . . .”
Thir poem, “The uoretmnblg,” is
one of Bailey’s classics, and shows his

,

__.~. ___ . _.-.-

Dirzcred by II condirional vlrion
rz gain B monzcnr~71~
credence.
&dins tl:en lihe II cmw%fllght
inlo 1111
amidore of non-be@,
our /m&ap IImidden of cast-&f
unirws63,
product oJ m&sh(tl indenturess
obxkw.wce miraadowlv. and without
end.
rpwing forth, in wpremaiitoted
**osom,
rhz w&r of lite to mend o maued mr.

BaUeyreproducea the process by
which faiths vtither lo artifzial “antidole:” lo human dread, and - because
v:e cannot embrace beliefs no longer felt
mcreIy because they are still needed are cat on the midden. And he goes
beyond. lo the mystery by which fmm
dc3d faith springs a new faith in the
form of a nw vitaUly. Bailey’s final two
and a half lines gush forth from the constricted rhythms and abstractions of the
passage cith the freedom of living
rater.
Here

.

_ .*. __ _. ._.. .__..__

need lo know and cherish the whole

The full richness of Bailey’s poetic
world cannot be desaibed: it must be

ability lo move effortlessly and lXingly
fmm bewilchii rhythms to prosaic
cz<pUcation,from briUiil Imagery to
dense abstraction. His rord choice, loo,
is “feat” and “mete,” lo use two of his
favourilea. Bailey is one of those poets
(such as Hopkins and Crane) whose
poetry seems able to accept any word;
lhez is no concept of proper diction
iikering the language here. In the
passage above, magma and peter (meanins a Peterborough boat but with a pun
likely intended) are words not found in
typical poetry books. Elsewhere Bailey
maku surprising, apposite, delightful
we of v:ords such as bogan, trull,
eskalon, tide-rip, swaIe basalt, hominid,
sachem, judder, and inlenale.
But there is more to Bailey than the
ability lo express himself with precision
and verve. His work attains the intensity
and depth of major poetry owI= lo the
persistence with whkh he probes a few
central questions, fully uniting his formaUy varied poems.
The most urgent of these questions is
that of faith, broadly seen as an inner
sense of meaning and worth that can
give human beings a‘ creative, end-,
directed life. Commenting on Bailey’s
Border Riw in 1952, Northrop Frye
noted “a religious feeling in which the
central virtue is hope rather than faith.”
But it is a hope that seeks faith and
defends the possibility of faith. It
expresses itsell In the skepticism with
which Bailey, the man of science, rejects
prideful human claims that life’s essential nature can defkdtivelv be omnounced material and absurd.. It
exuesses itself in the love with which the
pie1 treasures up aU the controverted
hints of purpose that he finds in nature
and in human striving.

It is interesting that
hfimmichi Llghlning was nominated for
the Clovernor General’s Award this year
but lorl lo F.R. Scoll’s collected poems.
Given Swtt’s place in Canadian literary
history, the choice WBSperhaps inevitable. But Scott cannot be compared as a
poet to the author of “The Unretuming,” “The Isosceles Lighthouse,”
“Regression of the Pdasgiaas,” “Skull
on Scarp,” “Angel Gabriel,” and
“Observations After Kant.”
With Elizabeth Brewster’s worse we
enter another. though somewhat uaralld
world. It is a workli%iley helped foster:
Brewster’s fmt poems appeared in The
Fiddlehead, which BaiIey was instrumental in founding in 1940. The poems
in The Way Home ha’& the Brewster
qualilifa often noted befdre: simple and
direa language, frank emotion that can
become maudlin and llat, aa atmosphere
humid with nostalgia. The general lack
of tension is due lo the fact that
Brewster’s celebralioa of life does not
seriously lest itself against life’s pmblems.
Deep down, at a level ha poetry
sometimes skiis. she is anguished over
lime’s passing and the impossibility of
pem~mently hugging lo herself all timer,
all peoples, all sights and sounds of the
earth. The cenlre of the book can be
found in two poems, “Ghost in
Quispamsis” and “Sunday Morning on
lhc River Bank, Saskatoon.” The fmt
rescues itsdf from a prosaic, irrelevant
;;ennU;
become a pained imagining

human race back to Adam, the whole
world back lo crealio6aad beyond. By
the end, she twaUs having wanted “the
end of lime/when Alpha and Omega
meet.” However, this want remaias
menly a wish, expressed here ia brilliant
rhefofic, but in essence only a vetsion of
the feeble wish spoken lo the ghost at
Quispamsis.
Brewster cannot bear lo fak those
apparent limits of our wndition that ale
curtly indited by Bailey iu a singk dry
question:
Is it reavm?bk to apat part&y to

experienced.

go M reliving Ihe s&lkiinp Q/ other
fmev‘?r?

Her exceUen1poem “RsiPing the Dead”
touches on the= matters in an oblique
way. repudiating naive desires lo see the
dead just as they were, but presming a
-somewhat ambiious hope of “a new
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This dying into the non-human,
becoming mere energy, a bit of the
world-stuff - this is the ultimate terror
and defeat for the extremely human love
Brewster champions. Yet her resolution
is only lo say, “Ghost, if I come back
loo,/1 hope I have a voice . . . .I’ And
then in the followlug poem, “Sunday
Moming,“shegiveswaytoahynm-a
lovely one - in pmise of lime passing
through a park. It is 89 if the questions
of the ghostly night were a bad dream
that blew away.
But lhe.poel hti not sought and
earned any sensual or materialist resolution; she has simply mUed away from
her diffEully, and in fact she has shirked
the responsibility her love entails.
Pirhaps the furs1 poem ia the vokune,
“The Hoop,“.foUows a similar pattern.
It movingly recalls Brewster’s childhood
reaUzalion of what her low implied: the
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Outsideof these four poems,
%?v:ster’s book offers her sunny eojoyment of “auue and people, her sanity
and good humour, her wxy observation
creature.”

and knack with a” dote:
estimable
gifts lhal result in pleasant writing. Bd
this work certainly does nol indicate the
way home. 0

INTERVIEW

Once you leave youi homeland, says Rachel Wyatt,
you never lose the sense of dislodgement - a
feeling of unreality that pervades her novels
By WAYNE GRADY

MCHEL w~~rr v,m born in Yorkshire.
England, and wrote for The Ouardia~
and Punch before coming to Canada in
1957. She began writing radio plays for
both the CBC and BBC, and her !irst
novel, The Slrlw Box (197O)r is a
sathiccl insider’s look at a national
broadcasting network. Her KCO~~
novel. TheRasedateHaar(1977)1),is&o
satirical: a devastating portrayal of the
absurdities of life in a wealthy urban
e”&vc. Her most recent novel. Foreign
Bodies (reviewed on page If). has bee”
adapted by Wyatt into a two-part play to
be aired rhis fall on CBC-Radio. She is
currendy at work on a fourth novel, 27ze
K%m.+zg!Side; a stage play called
Geomeoy, scheduled for Toronto’s Tarragon Theatre in April; snd a television
script for Jim Hensoa’s new Muppet‘
series. FreggleRock, now being taped in
Canada. She spoke with Way”e Grady
in her Toronto home. where she lives
wirh her husband Allen, about one of
the principal themes in her work: the
sense of unreality expctienced by those
who have exlkd themselves from their
counrry:

Wyalt: Yes. L had to be a ma” in The
because he was leaving
all those things - his wife, his job, hi
home, his children. And she had 10 be
what she was so that he could work out
his lie.
BIG: In The String Box. thouglr. at the

Rosedale Hoar.

very end Mary finlrrrv becomes (I reel
been working at becoming o real person ail through the novel,
but you don’t reel&e that Mmy has too,
until the ve.~ 1-t pnge. Is Erneste in
Foreign Bodies II development qfMa#y?

person. ‘John’s

Wyaa: Yes, she’s a sorI of up-to-date
Mary. And I think there is something
personal in that.
BiC When youfimt amre to Canede did
you feel “d&dged.”

es Erne8ta dwr?

Wyatt: Oh yea. I don’t think I realiied
how severe il was for SOM time, bur it
was there. We had a small family. and of
course with a smaU.fmnily you just get

ins suddenly demcinated?
\Vyel(i She has a lot happening to her.
Being away from home, certahdy b&g
attmcted to Monroe, and to that strange
poet. She feels she has to go back home
to fmd out what it is alI about. I thii
deraeinated is righr; and her anger. Not
so much anger at her husband Ned, bur
anger at herself, at allowing hemelf to be
conned by Ned once a&, at be&g talked into giving up her job and her life in
angland to follow him here.
BIC: The other dflerenm between th&
novel and the others LFthat thefirs tmw
were almart pure setire, the chamcters
were more like cericeturer. thesituations
were high& absurd. But Fore&n Bodies
is 0 more tmdidonal novel. mon2
serious.

autobiogrephhxl novel celled The Whning Side, part 4f which takes place in
Yorkslrre duriw. the wer.

~ been writing about men. I’d ask editors
~ and critics, “Does he seem like a man?
Doe; he think like a man?” And they
~ would say, “Oh yes, that’s fine.” And

satiriz;ng - the Rosedate syndrome uffects men more than wvmen.

going through e textbook we of menopcnusel depmsdon. Is it that? Or te it
more her sense of dishxfgement. of be-

m‘yell: Yes, serious in the sense that I
wanted it to be a whole novel. When
you’re doing something satbical there’s
an element of fear, I suppose, of not
wantbm to let vourself pet in there. I
thought that I~eouldn’t~keep messins
around like that. that I had to do LhereaI
thing this time. I’m bezomins more
autobioeraohical now.
BIG: Aid ~owyou’re workbig one vsry

Boof:o In Canad”: There me sewret diffemceF
betwen
your new novel,
For+” Bodies. end theefirst two. The
obviow one is that thiF time your centml
character is 0 wometl.
&~ch~~‘ZyaL(: Yes. I did realize that I’d

rhea I began to wonder why I was doing
that. I don? really have a” answer,
except that at some deep level I suppose
I felr that me” were more interesting to
read about. I don’t think that anymore.
ElIc: Perhaps the situation you were

and was at Ihe same tbne at the mexcy of
one of those geysers that, if b’s in the
right mood, allows you Lo have hot
water a drop at a rime. Those thII are
really a smaU part of life but the”
seemed quite important, and they were
better here. But there wav a mental d&
lodgement. I had just begun to write
when I came here, and I found Lhe
markets were quite different. Nobody
knew me. In En&d
I’d done some
newspaper pieces - short, funny thmgr
that one can wrivrite
when one is doing six
other things at the same time. I found 110
“i&et for those here. The CBC was
willing to let me do talks fmm time to
time, and the” I started doing radio
plays. BuL the dislodgemenl from your
own wontry, from the place where
you’ve bee” brought up, is something I
don’t think you can ever get over.
Bit2 whrrr’s wrong with Ernevta? She’s
older than M&y, end she seem to be

things like macbiner and so on. When
we lived in a flat in Portsmoulb, I had to
wash the children’s clothes i” rhe bath,

WyaU: Everybody else seems to he
writing about the Second World War, so
1 thought I’d dig out my mcmoried 100.
Growing up in a besieged and attacked
country - and there was a period early
on when we daily expected
invasion must have had some effect. I’ve been
trying to work out whal it was. We used
to look at nuns with great suspicio”, and
always cheeked to see whether or not

,.~
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disguise. you see, for spies who’d bee”
parachuted into the country. The thing
ws to trick them into mlkiog. We were
told fo keep an eye on suspicious
strangers. My friend and I - we were

.__.1L_.~

m&h. i came Iale to Burgess. I he&l
him reading from A Clockwork Omnge
on the radio a short while ago, and the”
I reed the Malaya” trilogy after I had
wiuen ForeignBodies. And I f&i one
scene I” it. I think ir was in the fmt one,
Thirne
for o Tiger, when the wonm” is
mlking to one of the men in Malaya,
rhar was very much Iike Ernesta talking
m Mome. end I thought, “I’ve written
that scene mo:
FX: 1 was especialllyreminded a/Honey
for the Bears. Burgasr’snow1 about being o towist in Russia andgetting into all
kinds of trouble. Apwtfmm the vlsitorexile thewz, which is in your books. it ir
cl30 IV@rJftomy.

T&a21:1 haven’t read that. bur I do have
an unpublished novel called The Afan
frolo Diwdtzeoi, in which lhe main
characrer invents a country because he
wnred fo sell a travel book. So he invc”ts Dimnitzvoi end v:.rites a book
about it, which is lapped up by all
because the place is so remote and the
people are so peculiar, and then he starts
gettinS phone calls and letters from a
mm from Dimnitzvoi who is trying to
find him. He m”s away and fhey never

.I ___._.
~..___..____._~..____
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quite meet. In a way I suppose it’s abow
a” author who can never quite get away
from his own characters. As in The
String Box, when John Smith is followed amu”d by hi radio characters, The
Driftus.
RIG: And in Foreign Bodies, in which
Ned ir writing (I book about Pekivtoni
inmdgmnts and turns up in C&nedoto
~%ii II Pokistaoi Immigmnt living in hir
new hot&-e.AbouI Ned% book, though:
he’s been wo@iog on it for 14yeom. but
when hefhishes it heseems to foliaport.
In altyour books the gooi b important a~
o nook.but once it ic ochkved it’s seeo to
b; oo&iog, dust. Is tbat bow you feel,
that the minbow iv more important than
the

abour 12 at the time - kept a clore
vawh on a ma” who moved onto the
golf course and Livedthere in e ttiler.
We wow down his comings and goings
I” a notebook, and eve” go1 into the
trailer once and stole a fork, whii we
just knew was part of hi secret radio.
Wh’hatelse! I think he was the new golf
pro. In The ICming Side I have written
about rhe early lives of two similar
characters during the cw, and then
taken a leap of about 30 years to see
nhar became of them.
EZE: I found your voice i,r ail three
norek to be rev reminiwent oJ Anthony Burgew’s voice. IYes he on influeoce oo your work?
%‘lxLI:Oh, I’m very pleased to hear you

_

pot ofgold?

Wyatt: I can’t say that I believe in pots
of gold at ail. Perhaps it goes heck to
wartime iruecurity, the feeling that
nothing is for Ions. thar nothing is real
but lhe search. I suppose the tin things
are human relationships.
BiC: Bat they aren’t terrific either. I
don’t think. there is one molly slrrisfcrcc
toty human relalionehip in any of the
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three nove.lr. ‘Not one fulIy consummated eer act. for erompie. Sandm
pmsomab& gets pregnant in the ordinay way. but that meet take place offage eomewhere. Kwn eztmmaritol
@fati end up diwtmusly.
Wyatt: Yes, that’s a bit depressinp, isn’t
it. 1’11have to think about that.
BIG: So if we co& hove sot&foctoriry
achieved go&

and we c&t

have @otti-

factov human reloliomh&, what ore
we ltft with? Are these negetive
examples of whatyou would like to me?
Are they possible?
Wyntl: Yes, I think they are possible.

And 1 think that whal I’ve been doing up
until now is perhaps not intended to be
quite so negative. What I admire in
human beings is their courage, that&
spite of all the terrible things that happen to them they want to go on. If one
goal turns to dust they’ll find enolher.
That to me is the great and admirable
thing. It certainly keeps toe going.
Perhaps what I’ve done so far is write
one half of that. Now I have to go on to
write the other half. 0

FIRST NOVELS

Grave matters: the undersurfaces of life
in the Alberta. badlands and a
lifeless assassination plot in Austria
Ipr DOUGLAS PIIU

IN

Forever

33 (Mcueuand

& Stewart,

175 pages, $16.95 cloth) Jacques Byfield
gives sll inteIUge”t, wU-xafted version
of a familiar story: mysterious visitor
ranes to small town, affects and alters
liver. disappears. Byfield’s community is
Breny, in the Alberta badlands, the Iimme
is the end of the 1930s. rhe caeiyst in the
tale is John Evans, who turns up one day
and becomes the Iocal graved&r.
Berider a limp and a taste for whisky,
Evans has the gift of understanding and
the good luck to be always in the right
place to observe the undersurfaces of life
in Breny. Nothing too unusual goes on
- lust, hfidelity, child abuse. and murder - and in the end the lives of all,
eve” the deed, seem to have bee”
improved by the gravedigger’s wise meddliig.
Byfield moves his story well; he intertwines the several stra”ds of his dot
adipdy. The prose is spiky, at t&es
quite effective, at others seeming only
careleas, es if the author hadn’t listened

to what he was saying. Example: “The
ever-present thought dwelling in the
back of his mind surged to Lhe fore, and
he left the store on foot seei”g only
Melody in his mind.” There are awkward repetitions, of sound and word,
there ere I&III~sirniL sentences in
novel.

But Byfield can tell a story, eve” if it’s
not a terribly original or corn&.x one. I”
itseasy e.c&omj of narr&”
and its
ability to deliver insight and character,
Fonzver 53 suggests, more than most
first novels, a career to follow.
Rosegsrden, by Kurt Pslka (McClelland
&Stewart, 318 pages, $16.95 cloth). is a
carefidly planned, complicated thriller
that labours strenuously to achieve life
lessness. There me good intentions written all over the book, bs ewythii
is
heavy, heavy.
The novel opens lvirh the assassination, in 1966. of a justice of the Auslrian
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supreme court, apparently by termrists. At the centre of efforts to solve the
crime is a beat-out Amerlcaa journalist
lrying to discover what made his wife kill
herself and her son 20 years before. The
answers come, eventually, from history
and geography; seelions of the book
focus on Austria before and during the
First World War, on the rise of Hitler,
on em&ant life in Canada. It all sork3
itself out, though in place it’s hard to
keep the dates and names and generations straight.
’ The decay of a country and a city
(Vienna), the disintegration of * family
- this seems to be where Pslka’a heart
is, and he’s able to evoke the past and
the de&e of grandeur quite compb
teatly. He’s not so good with love and
sex, and too often he tlatteas his hopedfor mood with descriptive language like:
“The Illbone stays of her chemktte
pushed her breasts up into a lovely
rounded
form which was further emphasized by the very shapely cut of the dress
itself.”
Rosegarden certaidy displays a wealth
qf detail and incident, and is worth
reading for that alone. As a novel, it’s
just not novelistic enough. Thrllllng it
ain’t.
Return Fare, by John Lane (Tumstone
Press, Ill pages, $6.95 paper), has the
feel of a novel written for teenagers
about tcmagem by a teenager. The

The stoty - of a young runaway from
B.C., Jamey Starett, who ends up tit’s
1955) in a hellish California prlsoa for
undesirable aliens and is bmtallzed there
- is strong and vivid stuff, and holds a
ruider’s interest fairly well. On the level
of simple plot and action th&s enough
material here to frame any number of

insights.

Trouble is. nothim happens but those
eventsand ihe mosr rudimentary emotloas to go with them. The rest is noae&eat. or “omensc. Characters are
stereotypes: redneck cops. evil Mealcan
ptierts, a rough-hewn war vet with a
heart of gold, a girlfriend’s hysterical
mother. The psychology - the level of
understandll - is reductive at best.
And there’s a trite and silly ending
besides.
The nbvel is seriously overwritten. It
features a breathless hypertensive style
tliat quickly exhausts a reader’s attention: “With acute clarity a panorama of
colours and objects evolved fmm hls
blurred vision as scrabbling up and
behind him he found and struggled his
glasses on. . . .” That sort of thing.
Even a bare hundred pages of it is too
much.
Lane is not without talent; perhaps
having got clear of this (admittedly)
autobiographical obstntctlon to his late
starting career, he will apply his gifts to a
less limiting mode. 0

IN TRANSLATION
Foreign
affairs: from national
turmoil in Brazil to the unreal world
of ‘official’ Czech literature

By PAUL STUEWE

artifacts of “pop” or
%mss” culture don’t usually translate
well into the more rarefied language of
highbrow Literarydiscourse, and a recent
Canadian book seems to exemplify some
of the relevant problems. Patrice Des-

ma *tcrmcIAL

biens’s L’homme Invisible/The Invlslble
Msa (Editions Prise de! Pamlc/Penumbra Press, S7.95 paper) is a FIMCW

Eaglll language novella that attempts
to flesh out a rather high-flying conceit
- the “invisible man” of the title with some daidedly commonplace popculture ma&al, and it doam’t come
close to succeed@. The English and
Preach versions of the text aren’t quite

the same, the major difference being the
use of those cultural reference points
appropriate to each language but
neither supplies the ldad of intrlsuing
specificity that would help to interest US
in their mysterious protagoaist.
This is exacerbated by a dubious way
with English idioms, whl& often suggests that the author isn’t entkely in co*tml of this half of his chosen medium:
Once, In IIdruun. the invidbleman saw
hg=is;i;
drowning in a* ocean Or
He saw‘his

E;gwi;g

falher drive the SmtiOn
rhcCoca-Cola in an atlempt

But the &ton

waaun wastorpdoed

-
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although its shnilariti~ to the work
masam forits eaudly simule subjects
published in mid496lls Czechoslovakia
&d themes. and its co&&i
evasi& of
remind us that it risks punishments more
awthing resembliw a mature encounter
Forhelp.
t wviibre&ly is ama%ng. And you won’t
It w31Coke on the m&s.
severe than bad reviews and poor sales.
find a menlion of, let alone a contribuThe tinal line is presumably supposed
On the other side of the Berlin Wall,
tion From, such notable emigr6 writers as
to be a refreshing conduslon, but since
capitalism proceeds on itc merry way
you’d probably have to search 1950s
Josef Skvorecky, Pavd Kohout, and
with such typical pmduets as Hasso G.
“B” films for its last appeemnce in a
Milan Xundera, which in the circumStachow’r If This Be Glory @anslated
mass-culture production, it rings flat
stances is jist 89 it should be.
by Mawell Brownjohn, Doubleday,
and doesn’t provide ao effective climax
Then are occasional - if usually very
‘$I?.50 cloth). Thll saga of total disquiet
for the preceding set of surrealistic
short-lived - “thaws” permitted by the
on Genoany’s Second World War
images. As an. exercise in amateur
literary commlssars of the connnuulst
eastern Front has more than enough
editorial improvement, try substituting
states, and at these tima books such as
action, suspense, and sex to be made
“scotch” for “Coca-Cola” in this
Rolf Schneider’s November (translated
passage: since “scotch on the rocks” is
by Michael Bullock, Van Nostraud
already has been: S& Peckinpa.6 1977
still in geneml use, it does offer a
Reinhold. 31.95 cloth) enjoy a brief
CrLw of ImJl. based on a novel by Gerchuckle without bringinp the reader to a
flowering. This novel of an East German
man writer Willi Hehuich, set new hi&s
writer’s gmwing awareness of her
puzzled stop. Verbal infellclties of this
in graphic brutality and new lows in
kind are a constant feature of L’homme
estmngemeot from society is acutely
sticky sentimentaliuu, and Stachow’s
inv~ib~e~The Invisible Man, although
observed and psychologically convh~o
book amasses only a modcrate score in
ing, and also presents the political
p.‘rhum oneshouldn’t be surprised when
each category. As a fairly diverting war
arguments for and against its pm&
its title provokes immediate and most
novel it isn’t bad, however, with the
unflattering compatison with books by
gonist’s position with laudable objectihomefront interludes long enough to
vity. The book occasionally seems too
I-LO. Wells and Ralph E&on.
provide breathing space and short
An object lesson in the judicious use
dinical in its emphasis upon the intelb
enough to disguise the author’s overof mass-culture phenomena is provided
tual considerations involved in decisions
reliance upon familiar stereotypes. It
by Ivan Angelo’s Cdebntlos (transl&d
about conforming or rebelling. but by
also makes the point that while we
by Thomas Colcbie, Avon Books, $2.95
present& them as the typical response3
capitalist awine may be thoroughly decapaper), a novel set in contempbrary
of a literary iutellectual it largely sw
dent, we’re in do danger of boring
Brazil that uses political tracts, advertisweds in integrating them with its subanyone to death with endless recitals ctf
ing slogans, and book re&w.rs’ chat to
ject’s emotional life. It’s a very good
our collective virtues: we can be very
excellent effect in portrayins a nation in
novel, given additional interest by the
intere%ing folk indeed. if you’ll only let
turmoil. There is a plot and a recurring
frankness of its politicd exchanges,
us entertain you. q
central character, but these BT~clearly
sxondary to the author’s social and
political concerns. He is attempting to
prepare the ground for revolution by
dramating the injustices inherent in a
PAPERBACKS
rigidly stratified society. and he does it
with such accomplished technque that
the book is entertainins Iiction as well as
Small mercies: Canadian paperback publishers
effective propaganda. Where L’homme
may not be as product-oriented as the U.S.
invisibk/The Invivible Man falls to artiindustry, but the results are a mixed blessing
culate a personality with its handful of
banal reference?, Celebration gives as a
By &JIVE COLLINS
strong sense of aa unfamiliar community by present& some of its characteristic aspects at length and in a supportint contest. and it’s a very oowful
pi& of lite&y sodology. _ _
rtmt6
AI(E THONGS to be grateful for in
Donkw Kong or bk Mandino’s the .
The idea that witers should be the
this life: one of them is that the CanaGrealesl Swces in the World, a mocksocial conscience of society has in the
dian paperback industry is small enough
Christian inspirationalist guide to
West genemlly been assodated with lefthat it can’t be a successfully productmoney-grubbing featuring the “Ten.
tist or Marxist movements, and by one
oriented as the U.S. industry it tries to
Commandments of Success” (Number
of history’s stranger ironies it is the soiimitate. Therefore, it cannot inundate
called Marxist coumries that have made
Nine: “Thou Must Never Forget That It .,
me with things like Pm-Menslmai TenIs Always Later Than Ye Think”). All.
it almost impossible for witus to funesion (“the bestseller every woman must
of which have been squeezed through
lion in this manner. Anyone interested
read’,) or The Video Master’s Guide to
in espedenciog some very depressing
ofBait& U.S.
evidence for this view need only sample
When the Canadiao industry does try
a bit of Wnommo of Czech Lltsvoture
its band at “pmdua,”mix&blessings
(Slavlckova 5, It0 00 Prague4 Czechoan English-language
result. Formula doe not seem to be able
slovakia).
ptriodical available free of charge but
to rule, no matter bow bard it tries. Take
probably not worth the expenditure of
Gary Ross’s Always Tip the Daler
even one-way postage. The fiction and
(Seal, $2.95). Las Vegas, gamblers,
whores. the inevitable Mafii. and
poetry contained in the first two
numbers relies heavily upon children,
superstars approaching black-hole
status, are not the shlff of frrph new fEFairies, gypsies, end quaintly simple

mi

rank hntantly.
His mother VW still out there.yelling
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tion. Only in Canada would a writer as
obviously talented as Ross (unprotected
by even a psettdonynt) try to harvest
such P trtunpled fiild, tempted by the
only big money available to most Canadian fiction-writers: the $50,000 Seal
Pirst Novel Award. Ross didn’t win, but
he did manage to cram between the
clich& of his setting and theme some
perceptive rettderbtgs of char&u. And,
in a format where the reader’s expectations almost demand violence, he managed to kill off only one obsessive
gambler (and one house pet). Thus, we
get a kind of idiosyncratic conmxrcial
fiction that substitutes other qualities
for some of the ordinary buzz of conventional entertabnnents.
Both Pirot Lady. Last Lady, by Sandra
Gotlieb (Seal, SZ95). and Rough
iVtyout, by Doris Anderson (Seal,
&X95), tit this pattern. Gotlieb, first
lady of the Canadian~embassyin Wash@ton, where her husband Alla” was
recently posted, has mined her insider’s
kmxledge of ti diplomatic \vorId to
write a” unconventional murder mystery
starring Nini Pike, prime minister’s
rife. Gotlicb’s subtnt is that it is OK
for a rnnan to subordinate ha energy
and talent to push her husband - the
diplomatic
spwse
as ultimate
housewife. But somehow this isn’t too

convhtcing when Nini has to be rescued
from the conrequences of her wifely antbitions by her friend and doctor,
Eleanor, a definitely unwifely sort of
woman. What is convincing is Go&b’s
wit on the attack, rewalhtg hidden
layers of impropriety and obvious levels
of silliness bt diplonutic life. That
diplomacy has been Gotlieb’s life adds
an undeniable edge.
Jude Pwnberton. heroine of Rough
Luyou~, is also a creattm out of her
creator’s life. Thii is so obvious that the
pmnm blurb above the book’s title is
like a little girl dressing in her mother’s
rhinestones: “In the glamorous world of
magazine publishing, she was tempted
by love and seduced by power.” (Maybe
someone who doesn’t know the maadne business can write that one.)
Andetxm, attanpting to write unheavy’ commercial ftction, is antiformula from start to finish. Jude
Pmbaton is good-looking, but by no
means beautiful. The magazine world is
by no means glamorous, just a wear.you-down st~ument between business
and principles in which the product is
often an ad hoc compmmise. Pemberton, who holds up the end of her
alcoholic boss as managbtg editor of a
women’s magazine called Young Living,
wants the title “editor” not because she

!JnmELilLlLPl??V~ lFaRxJN0&
IEOOTS IBOX sgYc
By Gordon Komau
Canada’s bestselling teenage author
has written a new hilarious adventure featuring Bruno & Boots,
The War with Mr. Wixxla, and to
celebrate we’ve repackaged the
whole series in handsome Apple
paperback editions and put them
in a beautiful box set. For ages
S-12. $2.25 ea. $9.00 boxed
Scholastic-TAB Publications

North Winds Press

has been “seduced= by power but
because fair is fair - she deserves it.
Meritocracy is the byword of the new
female executive. As for love, Jude is
rarely tempted, being more concerned
with her job and her relationship with
ha mother. She and her husband do
break, over her quest for self-fidfibnent
(typical), but ccme together (untypical)
at the end: “Like two strangers on a
lonely plain. ttneertai”, watchful, they
moved towards one another.”
Anderson’s book is as “inside” as
Gotlieb’s but can never shxerely laugh
at itself. No i”&der% jokes here.
Perhaps this is because Anderson was
actuallya playerin the gate, whereas
Gotlieb is an outside insider: a wife.’
Sunday’s Ctdld, a murder mystery by
Edward Phillips (Seal. $2.95), dso twists
conve”tions. The hem, Geoffty Cltsdwick, is not a detective but a SO-year-old
discreetly
homosexual
Montreal
establishment lawyer who manages to
murder a brute of a young street hustler
after giving way to temptation on a foul
New Year’s Eve. The sttccessftdly
gottenaway-with murder saves as a
point of crisis that shakeschadwick up
and make$ new priorities dear. Murder
as mid-life crisis. And he is, simply, a
better man for it. Somehow Phillips
pulls tbis off, a ske\s+ngof conventional
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THE UXENlr
Ret&I byRobinB!hller
Magnificent illustrations by a
Toronto artist and a modern text
give this beloved folktale new life.
Mollie must perform three impossible tasks to save a kingdem from
;a;41 giant. For all ages. $9.95
123 Newkirk Rd., Richmond Hill,
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moralhy v;hich seems suited to hls major
character’s s&enaiion.
n.tw n.rzaE Aaa exceptions that prove
the rule. The Marmalade Man. by
Charlotte Vale Allen, has uttdetgone a
suitably hearts-and-flowers name change
for its unveiling as a paperback. It is
nor called Destinies (seal. $3.50). Comfeat&s deeply wounded w&en &td
setwed-up men, some of whom achieve
happy endhtgs in a well-observed contetnporaty Toronto setting. The Lady’s
Mold. by Nella Benson (Seal, $2.50). is
an original paperback “Regency
Romance” in which the dirty doings of
members of Upper Canada’s own Fsmily Compact serve as backgrotmd to the
love stoty of a former servant and her
one-time master. Competent and wellcrafted are agaln the adjectives that
cotne to mind.
Another original paperback fmm
Seal, Th? ~erctdes Trust, by Clsrk
Wallace (82.95), once again reaches the
conclusion that the Nazis are the root of
dl modem evil in a thriller about international art theft. Wallace, a jotttnslist,
makes sore we know there is a docotnentary basls to his story by quoting a story
from L&z on the subject as an epigraph.
WaIlace is a decent wita and hi book
passable entertainment, but despite
scene-changing (the Laureotiaas, New
York, Colorado, Europe), and eompetent plot twists, nothing much stands
out: it blurs like a movie made for TV.
The last wo are original paperbacks,
fully realiicd itt their respective genres,
cith no buts or ifs (on toy part) about
them. The ?%cher, by J. Robert Jams
(PaperJacks, S3.95), ls horror. Horror is
not my cup of tea (I get haunted too
easily). but this one is not as !$ntesomeas
roost. Young Collin McPha comes
“home” to a small lakeside resort town
determined to fiid out whether hll
father, a gamekeeper for the local rich
family, and the rich man’s wife really
dmrned together the long-ago summer
he v:as IO, or whether they were
murdered. Thhouch someone landers
through the pag& wearing a balaclava
and viielding a viciotts length of pipe, the
real horror is the compllclty of family
and villace over mutually inctimittating
secrets.
to be sca& laid bare both
by shifting sands on the beach and the
sloe*return of memory to the rich man’s
daughter, the young mad heiress (yes),
locked in a IO-year-old’s mind since she
saw her mother die. Janes makes it sJl
plausible and haunting: lo this town
every family has an idiot child locked in
the a&, a skeleton bt the doset, and
commits incest behind closed doors.
Very good for those of us with
sttspiclotts minds.
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a sciencefiction fantasy by
Ctawford Kiliatt (Seal, $2.50) is positively wholesome by comparison. even
thottgh it deals with a war between good
Ufe-enhanchtg humans and bad deathenhancing ones sometime in the far distant future of the earth. Kilian is more
than equal to the demands on his
imagination of creating a futureworld.
Eyas is a foundling child suckled by a
whale-goddess and delivetrd into the
care of West-Coast fisher folk called the
People. With the whale’s milk he
imbibes destiny: he must marshal the
remnants of the People. the colonized
Ddtans and enslaved Rivetines. The
tuftian Bands, ceotattrs, wind-walkers
(who live on islands floating in the sky),

slim furry lotors with the night vision of
owls - all the e&h’s creatttra that a
warlike people egotistically called the
Suns feels it is their matdfest destiny to
exploit. The Sons are ltnperldlstlc and
capitalistic, with a technological edge on
the rest: Klliatt lmagbtes these qttditicp
as the e.vldettceof a death-cult aad Byas
as warring against the livlttg dead.
Again, sclettce fiction is not one of my
favourlte entertainments, but I enjoyed
being trapped into the job of reading
EJJUS.There is something I can only
describe as neat about glattts, centaurs.
and walkii trees tamed loose in the
universe. In Kilian’s hands. even
ultimate war betweett Life forces and
death isn’t depressing. 0
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Annals of the Barrelman: a reader’s guide to
Newfoundland from A to E, with stops
at 51 abattoirs and downtown Cuckhold’s Cove
By

MORRIS

wtt SEWN YEARS, beginning lo 1937,
Joey Smallwood was “The Batrelman”
ott Newfoundland radio. The purpose of
his six-ttlghtwwek, IS-mittttte monologues was to make the life and history
of Newfotmdlattd better known to Newfottttdlanders (to say nothing of making
one Joey Smallwood better known).
since those days, Smallwood has been
promising (threatening?) to bring
together all his Newfoundland lore in a
more “ettdurbtg” form. The result is the
Ettcydopedla of NewIottndland end
Labmdor, Vohtme I, edited hy Joseph
R. Smallwood (Newfoundland Book
Publishers, 914 pages. $39.00 cloth); the
first in what we’re told wiUbe a threb or
four-volume series.
It’s diifictdt to know what to make of
Smallwood’s ettcydopedla - especiaUy
since one Is only dealing here with the
letters A to B. The book isn’t well
designed. Its paper and typeface are
hard on the eyes. Its photographs are
frequently so small or so grey that they
have Little v&z. And the 114 pages of
ads at the ba5k of the volume make it
feel more like a high-school yearbook
than ao encyclopedia. Would you
believe a full-page ad showing a glumIooldttg Joey Smallwood and one Prank
Sobay at the openhtg of Sobay’s fust
supermarket
in Newfoundland?
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foundland fishermen “supply the
highest quality sealskltts itt the world.”
Furthermore, a numba of cuiotts
editorial decisions have been taken.
Many important entries refer us to
future vohtmes. The entry on ‘%Uhtgttalism,” for example, says “See
Schools.” (Sorely the question of bllgttdism ls at least as much a political
question as an educational one.) The
entry on “Censorship” says “See
Theatre.” Research on other subjects iv,
to say the Ieast, thltt. The entry ott
“Art” is a scissorsand-paste job that
brings together snippets fmm others’
artldes - a .%&day Nigh1 piece by
Sandra Gwytt, for instance - but falls
to offer a dear view of its own. Other
.tithout - for example, that in 1979
there were 51 abattoirs in Newfoundland. The entry for “Blections”
goes Ott for m page+
and pwides the
results of every cattdllate ltt every pmvhtclal and federal electltitt front 1932to
the present Do we really need that much
electoral ioformatlon?
Having said that, I must add that
there’s a lot that’s Rut in Smallwood’s
encydopedia. There are all the wonderfttl place names - Blow Me Down,
Cudthold’s Cove, Cul de Sac Bast, Cul
de Sac West. DUdo, Eastern Tickle, and
so on. We learn of the “Bow-Wow Par-
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liament” of 1833. We’re reminded that

Nwfoundland joined Canada at a
moment befoe midnight on March 31.
1949 (although the fiial year didn’t
start until April 1) so Confederation
would not begin on April Fools’ Day.
And there we some exe&at articles.
At the conclusion of a first-rateessay on
Newfoundland dialects, Harold Paddock speculates on their faton. “Bven if
Newfoundland speech,” he writes,
“becomes homogenized with General
Canadian, Newfoundlanders will still
have the dialect evidence fossilized in
place names and surnames. But I do not
believe that these dialects will ever be
reduced to such relics. They will have to
be soaked for centuries in the fresh
water of General Canadian before ‘ivery
las bidda salt laws ‘urn.“’ I was
unfamiliar with the story of Newfoundland’s “Bank Crash” of 1894; it
makes for fasdnating reading. So doer
the story of the destruction of the Newfoundland Regbnent at the Battle of the
Somme on July 1, 1916. Of 718 men
who took part in the battle, only 68
ansvz& roll call later that day.
My conclusion? Schools and libraries
in Wewfoundland will certainly want to
have this volume of Smallwood’s encyclopedia on their shelves. But Librarians
elsewhere might do well to wait for the
other volumes to appear. It’s too soon to

know just how useful this encyclopedia
is going to be for the general reader. But
all of us. I’m sure. will want to take a
peek at the ‘s” Volume when it comes
out and the entry on one “Smallwood,
Joseph R.”

rushed out to bay On Lcsmtng to Read:
The Child’s Fasdnstlon With Meaning,
by Bmno Bettelheim and Karen Wan
(Knopf, 306 pages, $17.95 cloth).
Unfortunately, On Learning lo Read is
little more thaa a kind of padded footnote to the earlier work. Its message: tbe
sanitized primers “written” by wmmlttees of pedagogues and used to teach
children to read, are mind-numbing.
Empty texts result in bored children.
Fair enough. But my fear is that oar
schools wouldn’t be nearly as successful
at producing bored semi-literates if that
weren’t, in fact, part of our educational
system’s unacknowledged intent. The
fact is, we really don’t want too many
&id_ readers and tbinkem around.
They ask too many embarrwing questions.

ONBTHHINO
a reader’s guide should be is
readable. Unfortunately, in A Reader’s
Guide to the Canmdinn NoveJ, by John
Moss (McClelland&Stewart, 399 pages,
912.95 paper), Moss’s prose frequently
gets in the way of what he’s telllag us.
“The incentive to create this book,” he
says, “wme fmm the literature itself
snd from the apprehended need for such
a work.” (Shades of the War Measures
Actl) There isn’t a paragraph in the
book without flaws. How can one trust
the literary judgemeats of someone who
writes as badly a~ Moss does7 (“Metcalf
is a master of the shadtory idiom, that

BRoADcAsTNEWSL7Tx. the television
headline service cable subscribers
receive, always includes an item that
infomn viewers of events that have
taken place on “this day in history.”
Broadcast News Ltd. is clearly a democrat* organization; for it, all facts are
equal. A fact is a fact ls a fact. That
reqdts in delightful juxtapositions such
as the following: “210 yeam ago today in
1772, slawy was abolished in Britain.
And 61 years ago, in 1921, actr.%s Jane
Russell was born.” (June 22) 0

in tbc very best short
that so
often seems empty or superficial in the
larger context of the novel.“) And the
book itself is shoddily made- the spine
of my copy broke in three places.
Shame.
I WASsd impressed a few years ago by
the intelligence of Bnmo Bettelheim’s
The Uses qfEnchantment: Thchiemditg
and ImporIance

Of Faity Taks that I
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Words and music: from crayon on the
wallpaper to a mischievous leering miniature
who takes a bath in the breadbox
By MARY AINSLIE SMITH

WHEN

AUTLMN

evenings lengthen snd

The

the bedtime stcwy regains its important

place in family mutine, some new Canadian books for pre-schoolers and beginning readers deserve attention. Heading
the list is Robert Munsch’s The Boy iu
ths Drawr @Ilick, 24 pages, $10.95
cloth, $4.95 paper). In this story,
Munsch’s fifth for preschoolers,
Shelley, a resourceful litlle girl in ponytails, finds a very small, very unpleasant
bov in her dresser sock drawer. He stays
&und all day creating messesand pmblems for Shcllev and amwvinalaraer and
more obnoxlo~s wi& each -&stj deed.
Before Shelley finds a way to deal with
him he has planted tomatoes in her bed,
painted the living-mom window black,
and taken a bath in the breadbay.
As in two previous Munsch books,
Michael Martchenlto’s illustrations cornplement the text perfectly. The expressions on the boy’s face. especially as he
leers at Shelley from his bathtub, are
worth the price of the book. Perhaps the
story contains a moral about the best
vxty to conuol undesirable behaviour in
children. but h is also a lot of fun, and I
think that’s more important by far.
The lesson is much more direct in
Frank Etherlngton’s Those Words, Ulustrated by Gii Calleja (Annick. ‘28
pages, $10.95 cloth. $4.95 paper).
YoungJeopy embarrasses his \vh&
family by going through his repertoire of
bad v;ords. He is reasoned with and
reprimanded, and glories in all the attention. At last his father works out a
perfect solution, but in a predictable
tinal twist discovers that adults don’t
alrays practise what they preach. Adult
readers may find all this a bit heavyhanded. but children enjoy the sloti.
especially references to “those \VOrdS,”
which sound like “pitty pithead,”
“bm.”
a”d “grugger off.” Some,”
houwer, may wonder what happened to
thor or/w words, the ones that really
~Jetparems exited.
Kids Can Press has designed a series
for beginning readers called Kids Can
Read. Its aim is to present inter&log
stories using sentences and vocabulary
simple enough to be easily understood,
but vatied enough to be entertaining.
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first two

were wiitte”

by Allen

Morgan, a forma primary teacher. I”
Chrislopher and lhe Elevator Closet,
illustrated by Franklin Hammond (48
pages, 59.95 cloth, 53.95 paper).
Christopher discovers that his closet ls
a” elevates that takes him to visit a community of giants Living in the’clouds.
Morgan’s closet is not exactly on a par
with C.S. Lewis’s wardrobe, but
Christopher’s adventure holds young
chiti”:
attention. Morgan’s deswiption of rain being caused by giants
watering cloud gardens and thunder and
lightning being created when full-grown
clouds ax blasted free frmn these
gardens seemed to me to be both awkward and silly. The four- and sevenyear-olds I consulted thought it was just
fine.
Morgan’s second book, MoUy and
Mr. Maloney, illustrated by Marya””
Kovalski (47 pages, $9.95 cloth, S3.95
paper), presents three episodes in the Life
of young Molly, her elderly chum, and
his pet raccoon. The raccoon may really
exist or he may just be a convenient
scapegoat when Molly eats too much
between meals or takes a messy bath.
The relationship between Maggie Mugginsbd Mr. Mffiarrlty was infinitely
complex compared with Molly and Mr.
Maloney’s friendship. but children will
find the story pleasant and mildly
amusing.
The Kids Can series does achieve its
aim of being readable. The vocabulary ls

Canadian. read-alone books” could be
challenged. James Lorlmer’s Kids of
Canada serieshas similar alms and a”
only slightly more sophisticated vocabulary. The books in that series, including
Margaret Laurence’s SixDarn Cowsand
Margaret
Atwood
and Joyce
Barkhouse’s Anna’s Pet. have been on
the market for several years.
For somewhat older readers Anniclt
also has an “easy-to-read” series. Its
first title ls No CloIhes, by Daniel
Wood, illustrated by Carlos Freire (40
pages. S5.95 cloth, $3.95 paper). Sl”
is skinny-dipping by hhnsdf at the beach
when hls clothes go out with the tide. He
must make it home stark naked pas1
many anbar%@
obstacles. The story
has a” amusing premise but it irn’t particularly easy to read. The flashback ln
thc fmt few pages explaining Sirno”%
predicament could be confusing. as
could the constantly shifting points of
view. The pursuit of Simon ls funny but
piles incident upon incident so abruptly
that hesitant readers could beco?e cornpletely lost.
Briefly noted:
Mr. Dressup’s Book of Things to
Make and Do, by Ernie Coombs and
Shelley Tanaka, iUustmted by &&her
Brown, CBC BnterpriPes, 64 pages,
$7.50 paper. This book explains and
ihstrates 50 play activities for pmschoolers, a sample of projects from the
popular CBGTV series Mr. Dremrp
and all likely to be a great deal of fun.
The projects require children and adulk
to work together to make such things as
a giant spider web, drizzle glue, a robot
costume. and a maraca. Thmughow
the authors emphasize the importance of
allowing the children as much freedom
BI possible to be creative. There are also
helpful hints for adults - how to
remove crayon from wall~atler.
for
_.
example.. _
The Raffl Slwble Songbook, Chappell, 106 pages,-$11.95 paper. This collection of songs fmm Rafti’s first three
chin’s

alb&s will provide more fun

for children and the adults in their Lives.
Piano arra”gcments, guitar chords,
words, and accompanying illustrations
- some by professional
Joyce
-Yamamoto, others by child fans - me
ineluded for all those Rafti favcwites
from “Alkendnun” right through the
alphabet to “Les Zombii et Les LoupsCkOUS.”

appropriate for the target age group. the
print is laxge, the ill are well-spa&d,
and the text ls generously, lf rather
drably, illustrated. However, the publisher’s claim that these are the first “all

-,.,i-.._y._~i
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The Owl Pun Book for Spdug, Summer and Fall, edited by Lahna Dll
and Annabel Slalaht. Greev de Pen&r.
IZS pages, SE.95 pap&. A companion to
The Winter Fbtn,Book published two
years ago, this provides a collection of
stories, games, riddles, puzzles, science,
and nature&ted activities for children
in the eight-to-12 range. Topi= include

.___________

bicycle care. snorkelling, paper wasps,
cloud identihatio”, and hiking hints.
Unfortunately, there are a few annoying
lapses - pyt of a puzzle o” beach
objects is omitted, for example. Also,
some of the black-a”d-white iUostralions, on my copy at least, are so dark as
to be almost indistinguishable. That’s
too bad, because the contents atx of the

same hlgb quality that we autmnaticauy
expect from Owl.
Coming up November 13 to 24lis the
sixth annual Chiire”‘s Book Festival,
sponxlmd by the ChiIdre”‘s Book Centre. There will be special events, displays
and readings by children’s authors in
libraries, sohook., and bookstores across
Canada. Watch for them and join in. 0
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Poles apart: two scholarly journals take
radically different approaches to the enduring
puzzle of nationalism in Canadian writing
By ,,JOYCE

~L.TH~“OH
ITHASbeen IS years since the
wave of ardent nationalism broke upon
the quiet shore of Canadian lltemtute,
its impact doesn’t seem to be
diminisbiy. Nowhere is its force more
evident than in the country’s little
magazines and scholarly journals. where
literary opinion tends to line up according to which side of tbe debate the editor
represents. Taking sides couldn’t be
more evident than in recent iJnoesof two
scholarly journals. Mosaic (Spring,
1961) and Essays on Canadian Wridng
(Summer, 19gl). Both issues are e”tireIy
devoted to the enduring punle of
nationalism in Canadian literature, but
other than the sy”cbroniclty of the subject, the approach is radically different.
Essemially. Mosaic argues that Canadian literature is bigger and better than
the quest for national identity, while
.EClB suggests that the search for identity, erptially when ln conflict with
U.S. values, strengthens and e”ha”ces
the Literature. Maxaic entitles its issue
“Beyond. Nationalism: the Canadian
Literary Scene in Global Perspective,”
and the contributors, eschewing “atlonalist or thematic crlticlsm, explore Canadim writily by using a post-modernist
critical framework. Post-modem &tics
consider the turt as a unique literary
constmct and rarely look to social,
political, or historical references for
clues to a,writer’s intentions.
This post-modernist
framework
allows the scholars in Mosaic to compare
Robert Kroetsch to Thomas Pynchon,
W.O. Mitchell to Willa Cather, and
Stephen Leacock to Robert Bencidey
without ever resorting to special
pleading on behalf of their countrymen.
Each teu is pitted agsimt the other in
the battle for literary merit. Unlike com-
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prisons of this sort attempted
15 years
ago, when Canadian writing was
described as either hopelessly parochial
or boldly unique in a pioneering sort of
way, in Mosaic writers are tested according to the rules of f0kmalls.t criticism,
and ultimately the Canadiaar stand up
extraordinarily well to tbii rigorous
method.
Yet by depending on formal critical
compariso”s, the results are, at times,
predictable. When OM critic says that
Leamck’s humour is more sophisticated, patrician, and urbane than Benchley’s common-ma” style of America”
humour, she avoids Mxalc’s stated parpose: to see Canadian literature in a
global perspective. We ask, how doa
Leacock’s humour transcend national
boundaries, and what is it in his titlng
that appeals to readers in literally dozeos
of langoages? Comparison studies tend
to tell us what is distinctive about Canadii writiing and not what is global
about it. Compounding this difficulty is
the fact that no mention is made of the
recent surge of interest in Canadian
literature amo”g intemational writers
and scholars. After all, Sca”di”avian.
Gumart, Italian, and Dutch publishers
BITscrambling to buy rights for Canadian books at international book fairs at
Frankfurt, Bologna, and London.
In &ys on Canadian Wridng guest
editor Ildik6 de Papp Carrington, a
U.S.-based academic, says that the parpose of the issue, entitled “CanadianAmerica” Literary Relations” is to
answer the folloivi”g questions: What
do America” authors and critics think of
Canadian Literature? Do America” and
Canadian writez influcncc. or fertilize
each other? What are some of the major
parallels or differences
between
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American and Canadian literature?
The nntral critical problem for many
of the ECW scholars, unlike their
coonteromts in Mrxaic. remains the
quest for national identiiy in Canadii
literature. For hutancc, Valerie Bmege’s
article, “Margaret Atwood’s Americans
and Canadians.” discosses the inflomee
of nationalism b” Atwood’s writing and
dano”strates the ambivaknce of the
author to fimericans, her fascination
with the ‘dynamic persona of the
Am&an hero, and her reaistanec to the
engulfing force of America” culture.
when Atwood sayr i” her novel firfm
ing, “If yea look like them and talk like
them and think like them the” you m
them,” the mmplexity of the Canadian
response to the U.S. is revealed. The
critic shows that Atwood’s response not.
only encompasses a sesxch for national
identity but is a” ironic device to create a
particular literary conscioosness that is
uniquely Canadian. The character in
Surfacing leams that the supposed
Americans she ridicules and fears axe
actuauy Canadians.
What ECW sucaeds in doing is to
continue the debate about national
awarw~essin our literature, not simply
by compatiuing Canadian writers to
American writers, but by co”dudiqg
that the awareness of the CanadiaoAmerica” border becomes the source of
much that ls most vibrant and original in
Canadian literature. Rather than mating
beyond nationalism, a strong se”% of
identity opens up new possibititier in
Canadian writing and. in the,e”d, ties
it more respected intemationslly. q

Sic
Rarely, it seem nowadays. am I moved
to comment on anything I read in’
magazines or newspapers. I do believe
though that John Goddard’s profile of
Bllzabeth Smart in your June/July issue
is one of the bat pieces by anyone about
anyone that I have ever read.
No doubt the subject matter helped
him in his task, since Elizabeth Smart
most nniaently qualify as one of the
great Canadian literary “charactera,”
despite her 40-m absence from this
country. The University of Alberta vdll
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be fortunate to be able to share in her
experience and perspective.
I have been moved to purchase and
read her books. Thank YOUfor ommoting me to do so.
B.W. Roxburgh
Ottawa
0

Sic
Sweml years ago, after hearing for ages
about Elizabeth Smart’s BY Gmnd Cenwal Studon I Sat Down and Wepf, I
tioallv took it out of the library. What I
found was a work of such p&x, selfindulgeot, purple prose as to be almost
unreadable: the title was the only good
thiog about it. Maybe I just don’t have
the personality for it but I c.ertalnIy
could not easily be persuaded
aoythitts else of hers.

Jane

cDw?wiow mei-looked

w. l-Ill1
Toronto

0

Sir:
I think
someone
someone

book “moves like a hurdler. It whips’the
reader past some scorching glimpses of
Jewish girlhood in Australia (incest.
infantile sex, mutilation, freakishness,
sadism all go zooming by) through the
heroine’s adolesceoce and devirgination
to her, tumultuous affair and marriage,
part adoration, part masochism.. . .
It’8 fun, I’ll grant it that.”
I don’t know how aoyo”e could think
that incest, infaotile sex, mutilation,
freakishness, sadism, and masochism
are “fun,” .a”d I’m hesnily sickened
and didappomted that you would print
such an opinion.
Nancy Pmdde”
Tbomld, Ont.

to read

And surely her unoriginal aphorism
on the beginning of wisdom should be
nxorded; not “the price of pain is
love” but rather “the price of love is
pkt.”

revi%! of Aviva Layton’s Nobody’s
Daughfer (June/July). Hill says that the

v:heower a journal&
hears
tryins to score a point for
by putting down somebody

elrz, he or she should start coming on
like Sgt. Friday. Had Job” Goddard
done so he would have found Jay
Landesmao to be talking nonsense. BY
Grand Cerwal St&on does “ot gain in
stature by being labelled a “forerunner
of Kemuac’s On The Road,” which it
most definitely is not. They are simply
wo books describing, in opposed styles,
a ray of life that, class distinctions
aside, appears to have similarides.
“1:erouac and those guys” says
Landerman. “broke il [the ‘standards of
morality’] dowo in the 1950swhen it was
easier. Elizabeth and George did it in
wnime, that’s the exciting thing.”
Besides the fact that On The Road
dercribff events that happened in the
late 194Os,the statement is ridiculous.
“That ld”d of living” and the writing
about it vzas been going on in America
since before Whitman, and in England
forever. Furtbetmore, Neurodm was
published in the early, not the late, ‘SOS.
Jim Christy
VaIlEoUVeI

sir:
I vas disgusted to read the offensive and
disturbing comments lo Douglas Hill’s

0
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colombo
0 Cortfusions_by Barbara Amiel
Cl Ug(yWinners, by Leonard Cohm
Iionourable meatlow

0

Where Nests Galllnula
Chlompus
Cacbinnnns, by Gabriette Roy

- Linda Jeayg, Nepeao. Ont.
0 0 0
0

Sir:

Your browserperson, Morris Wolfe, was
wrong when he wrote io your May issue
that H.G. Wells was the last Bogfishlanguage writer to attempt an overview
of hiitory for the general made& Wolfe
has obviously forgotten-or
worse still,
is unfamiliar with - The Rise sf the
Wet, by the American historian W.H.
McNeiU.
Mavis Volpe
Malignant Cove, N.S.

sap

Where N&s
rhle Ydlowbdlied
sucker, by Gabrieile Roy
Thn?e Solirudes, by Hugb MacLennan
Colombo’s &madion Remarks Overbeard 1” the Bus Statkw~. by
_ John Robert

The PhSosophical Opdonr 4/Big
by Rudy Wiebs

Bear,

L~W&C

- Ron~M~es,~Kamloops,B.C.
0 The Learning Ewerime
of Dud&
Kmvitz, by Mordecai Richler
0

B&i&

v*m*Flam,

C&ary

Alwood.

Wmmpeg

Roger Slowly, by Thomas Ii. Raddalt

0

:aldwln,

Odour. by Marwe

-L

0

?a~

~ar$.r~Liverpool, N.S.

Richard

by Richard Robmu

$nheroi&,

-

9”.

M*ffiratb, Toronto

0 Spinacbtown, by Hugh Gamer
- Albin I. Cofone. Seldeo, New York
RWBRENCE
the other day to the
Ontario Ministry of Housing’s internal
publication, Chew News, set us ponder-

A

ing appropriate titles for other house
organs. What, for instance, might
Canada Post calI its employeas’ newsletter7 The Latesl, perhaps? Contestants
are invited to suggest titles for the
publications of any Canadiio institutions. The prize is $25, and an additional
$25 goes to Marvin Goody of Toronto
for the idea. The deadline is October 1.
Addrew CanWit No. 15. Books In
Canada, 36 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto MSA 3X9.
&aults of canwit

No. 73

that didn’t quite m&e it have raised
M@%,rkan & Newspider’s fall List to
new heights of mediocrity. The winner is
Anne Erickson of Toronto for a list that
includes:
q Anne tiMcdiene Hal, by L. M. Mont*ornery
0 So&lessJoe. by W.P. Kiwlla

THE ED~TO~SRECVMM~D

FULLWING
Canadian books were
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
neeesssrlly reflect the revi.%%

THE

FICFION
ghoelerr JOE, by W.P. Kinsella. Thomas
ASen & Son. The spirit of Shockss be
Jackson, like Peter Pan, exists only for
those who have the innocence to believe visionaries like the narrator, an Iowa
farm& who builds a baseball diamond in
his mrgfietd and lures the 1919 Cbicaao
Black Sax add J.D. Salioger. amonS
others, into his sweetly evocative dream.

NON-FlCllON
The Crest Code: TheBlbk~“d Lllcnture, by

AcsdemicPnsr. Not only’
his most lmpc#tsnt.but aLMhis “wst personal work, Fr&‘s exhaustive study of the
Bible pxceeds beyond literatureto address
Northrop prys

questions of psychology. philosophy. and

:

,
Classlflsd
rates: $6 per line (40
characters to the Ilne). DeadlIne: first of
the month for Issue daled followlng
month. Address: Books In Canada ClassIflad, 336 Adelaide Street East, Tomnto
M6A 3X9. Phone: (416) 363.6426.
THE JANE AUSTEN SOClEf? of North
America Invites your membershlp.
Annual duasS10. Fourth Annual Meeting
Toronto, Canada, Ootober 1517. 1geZ
Enc@rles
31 Green Valley
Rd.,
Wllkx~dale, Ontario MZP lA4.
OLD AFJD FIARE BOOKS. CanadIana
catalogues. Heritage Books, 3436 6 St.
S.W.. Calgary, Alberta T2S 2M4
OUT.OF.PEIfJT CANADIANA - hlstory,
biography, literature. Books, pamphlets,
psrlodlcals:Catalogues free on request.
Huronla CanadIana Books, Box 665,
AllIston, Ont. WM 1AO.
GEbF PUGLISHED POETRY SWAP. Tlm
Lander 217 Invln St., Nanalmo, B.C.
Vwl4X4
SPOTLIGHTor3 DRAMA ed. 0008tanO.2
Brlsrenden
an Invaluable new
resourca guide to Canadian plays. 400
rnnotatad plays, Indexed by title and
author, paperback,
$6.95, Writers’
Dovalopment Trust, 24 Ryerson Ave.,
Toronto, Ont. M5T 2F3 666.6910.
THERE ARE INTERESTING used books
on most subjects as well as used and
collectable classical and jazz records at
Anne:c Books, 1063 Sathurst St.,
Toronto. Open 12.6. Mon.-Sat.
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It’s our Autumn, 1982 Catalogue ofbrand new books. The same one used by
bookstores to order theh best selection of new Canadian books. And now Books in
Canada readers can get their own copies, absolutely free.
Insideyou’ll read full descriptions of more than 50 great books coming out this Fall,
including the very latest brn Pierre Berton, Peter Gzowski, Ben Wicks. and Punch
Imlach and Scott Young. Also, Peter C. Newman’s fascinating study of Conrad Black,
The EstabIiskment Man, is there, as well as the eagerly awaited new books: Perp&al
Motion by Graeme Gllson, and Running in the Family by Michael Ondaatje.
With your own copy of our catslogue, you’ll be able to browse at your convenience.
And when you’ve decided which books you’d p-__-__-------------_
, I’m s Books in Canada Reader and I \ca”t to know
like, just go to your favomite bookstore.
, about your new FaU books befi
they get into the
What could be easier?
stores. Please send me yourcatalo~e
today.
Them’s no obligation.
SAME
It’s just our way of letting Books In Canada
readers know about our new Fsll books
before they get to the stores.
ADDRESS
Just illl in this coupon and mall it to us
today.
POSTAL CODE
Mail this coupcm today to:
McClelland and Stewart.
BOORS IN CANADA CATALOGZ-E OFFER
25 Holllnger Road, Toronto. Ontario MI4B SG8
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